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Introduction

Purpose
Learning Tracks provides a framework for recognising the achievement of children and young
people with severe and complex learning disabilities (SCLD). To make the best use of this resource
and ensure you are effectively assessing children and young people, it should be used in close
conjunction with the book it accompanies (Lindy Furby and Jilly Catlow (2016) Learning Tracks:
Planning and Assessing Learning for Children with Severe and Complex Needs, London: SAGE).
This framework has been developed from an extended Bloom’s taxonomy. There are three
phases of learning: experiential, contextual and generalised learning. Each phase is further divided
into another three levels. The experiential and contextual phase of learning tend to use the nondeclarative memories of the procedural and perceptual memories, whereas generalised learning
uses the declarative memories of the semantic memory and episodic memories. Boucher et al.
(2008) suggest that it is the declarative memory that is impaired in people with severe and complex
learning disabilities, and therefore much of their learning will need to be planned to use the procedural and perceptual memories. Most pupils with severe and complex learning disabilities will
be functioning predominantly at an experiential or contextual phase.

Process
Each child and young person should have their own booklet and their learning will be tracked
using the identified colour for the year. A small vertical mark is made on the left side of the appropriate box to indicate the level the child or young person is working at for that learning outcome.
The suggested experiences that contribute to the learning outcome are listed below. The experiences that have been worked on are recorded with the same marking system, only without a level
descriptor. It is possible that the child will maintain their skills at one level for several years.
However, the experiences show a breadth of learning in that outcome.
E.g. Light grey:

Academic year: 2009–2010

Dark grey:

Academic year: 2010–2011

Black:		

Academic year: 2011–2012
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I can use information to build new ideas

Semantic memory

creating
evaluating

I can say what I think about information and
back up my opinion

analysing

I can break down information to understand it better

applying

I can use information in a new way

understanding

I can explain the ideas in information

remembering

I can remember facts about information

communicating

I can communicate about information/activities

Procedural memory

participating

I can respond to information to engage in activities

engaging

I can join in activities
I show an interest in activities

responding

I am aware of activities

noticing

I am present when activities are happening
and may notice parts of the activity

encountering
Experiential learning

Contextual learning

Generalised learning

Figure 2.2 Bloom’s taxonomy – extended diagram
Developed by Lindy Furby and Jilly Catlow, St Crispin’s School, Edinburgh. Adapted from Brown, E. (1996) cited in Marvin, C. (1998) Teaching and Learning for
Children with Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties. In Lacey P. and Ouvry C. (ed) (1998) People with Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties: A
Collaborative Approach to Meeting Complex Needs. London: David Fulton, p. 126.

Planning for learning
By tracking children’s and young people’s learning experiences, progress can be planned to move
through the levels of learning or planned for a broader range of experiences at the same level.
Teachers use the tracking descriptors when planning learning outcomes to link the planning
document (IEP, HCP, etc.) with the tracking document.
… will encounter situations where …
… will notice/be aware of …
… will respond to …
… will engage in activities where …
… will participate in activities where …
… will communicate about …
… will remember information/vocabulary/processes related to …
… will understand information/vocabulary/processes related to …
… will apply skills and knowledge related to …
Experiential learning

Contextual learning

Generalised learning

Vygotsky’s ‘zone of proximal development’ (1978: 86) states that providing a child or young person
with appropriate assistance (scaffolding) will support them to achieve a task. Once the child or
young person masters the task with support, the scaffolding can be removed and they will be able
to complete the task independently. Appropriate learning experiences are planned for along with
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Framework exemplar
Experiential
Encountering
1

Noticing

Contextual
Responding

Engaging

Participating

Generalised
Communicating

Remembering

Understanding

Applying

Learning outcome
a

Example experience 1

b

Example experience 2

c

Example experience 3

the level of scaffolding required. The scaffolding is then removed in gradual phases at a pace
determined by the child or young person. This provides success and progression is recorded across
challenge, breadth and application.
At the experiential phase, responses are fully supported.
At the contextual phase, responses are supported by a range of prompting, routine and context.
At the generalised phase, responses are beginning to be spontaneous and independent.
A guide to typical development divided into experiential, contextual and generalised learning is
included at the back of the document and can be used to help decide at what level a child or
young person is functioning. Simply mark all the activities that you have seen the child engage in
and it should be clear at what level he or she is functioning.
At the back of this resource you will find a table to remind you what behaviour or actions you
might expect to see for each level of response or achievement (Table 2.3, see pages 136–7).

References
Boucher, J., Mayes, A. and Bigham, S. (2008) Memory, language and intellectual ability in lowfunctioning autism. In Boucher, J. and Bowler, D. (eds) Memory in Autism. New York: Cambridge
University Press.
Vygotsky, L. S. (1978) Mind in Society: The development of higher psychological processes. Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press.
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About Me

My preferred communication systems
I prefer you to communicate with me via speech supported by:
State combinations or situations as
appropriate.

objects of reference

photos

symbols

signing

I prefer to communicate with you via:
State combinations or situations as
appropriate.

eye pointing

objects of reference

PECS

photos

symbols

signing

VCA/iPad/technological device
speech
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7

Communication, Language and Literacy
C1
Enjoyment and choice – within a motivating and challenging environment, developing an awareness of the relevance of
texts in my life
LIT 0-01a Listening and talking / LIT 0-11a Reading / LIT 0-20a Writing
I enjoy exploring and playing with the patterns and sounds of language and can
use what I learn.

H14



Health and Wellbeing – Planning for choices and changes
HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my
learning and interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can show interest
in faces
a

I can notice changes in my face – e.g. with
face-painting

b

I can change my appearance in front of the mirror

c

I can watch my face closely when I change
expression, open my mouth, move my tongue,
etc. in front of the mirror

d

I can show interest in other people’s
faces

I can explore sound
making vocalised
patterns
a

I can make vocalisations

b

I can watch myself when I make sounds in
front of the mirror

c

I can explore voice sounds using pitch and
volume

d

I can play with sounds with an adult

I can respond to
environmental sounds
a

I can react to varying levels of sound

b

I can attend to environmental sounds

c

I can anticipate events associated with familiar
environmental sounds

d

I can anticipate events from sounds and visual
cues

e

I can discriminate between three different
sounds

f

I can play sound lotto

I can explore early
signing routines
a

stop on stop

b

high five

c

thumbs on thumbs (good)

d

tambourine routines – flat hand, thumb, fingers

I can make meaningful
vocalisations
a

I can copy speech sounds

b

I can join in with action songs

c

I can make myself understood to familiar
listeners using speech

d

I can make myself understood to unfamiliar
listeners using speech
(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

ABC

8
(Continued)

Experiential

6

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can enjoy the pattern
of rhythm and rhyme
a

I can take part in a dance sequence

b

I can use percussion instruments in time to
music

c

I can recognise rhythm in the spoken word
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Communication, Language and Literacy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

9

C2
Enjoyment and choice – within a motivating and challenging environment, developing an awareness of the relevance of texts in my life

ABC

LIT 0-01b Listening and talking / LIT 0-11b Reading

H14



Health and Wellbeing – Planning for choices and changes
HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

5

6

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can take part in a story
a

with props

b

with photos

c

with pictures

d

on a DVD

e

on a slide show

f

on a computer program

g

on a CD

h

in a performance

I can look carefully at
a picture book I am
interested in
a

I can recognise my own photo

b

I can look at photos of myself doing different
activities

c

I can look at school-made books of familiar contexts

d

I can hold a book the right way up and turn pages

e

I can turn multiple pages at a time

f

I can turn one page at a time

I can regularly choose a
favourite story
a

I can choose a story

b

I can choose a book

c

I can choose a DVD

d

I can choose a computer activity

I can share a range of
different books with an
adult
a

I can share books at home

b

I can share books at school

c

I can share a favourite book

d

I can share a new book

I can find a known book
a

I can find a known book by its front cover

b

I can find a known book by its name

I can make a simple choice
from two
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

I enjoy exploring and choosing stories and other texts to watch, read or listen to, and can share my likes and dislikes.

10
(Continued)

Experiential

7

8

9

10

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can make a choice from
three or more
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can communicate ‘I like’
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can communicate ‘I
don’t like’
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can communicate
‘favourite‘
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

11
(Continued)

Experiential

11

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can communicate my
favourite from a choice of 3
a

I can communicate my favourite story

b

I can communicate my favourite book

c

I can communicate my favourite DVD

d

I can communicate my favourite computer activity
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Communication, Language and Literacy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

12

C3
ABC

Tools

– to help me when interacting or presenting within and beyond my place of learning
– to help me use texts with increasingly complex or unfamiliar ideas, structures and vocabulary within and beyond my place of learning

As I listen and talk in different situations, I am learning to take turns and am developing my awareness of when to talk and when to listen.

H4



Health and Wellbeing – Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing
HWB 0-05a / HWB 1-05a

I know that friendship, caring, sharing, fairness, equality and love are important in building positive relationships. As I develop and value relationships, I care and
show respect for myself and others.
HWB 0-08a / HWB 1-08a
I understand that people can feel alone and can be misunderstood and left out by others. I am learning how to give appropriate support.
HWB 0-14a / HWB 1-14a
I value the opportunities I am given to make friends and be part of a group in a range of situations.
Developmental age (DA) for starting to make friends is 3 years. Developmental age for friends being important is 5 years.
Social interaction begins with a responsive adult. No child or young person can begin to make friends with peers without the experience and ability to socially
interact with a responsive adult.

H14



Health and Wellbeing – Planning for choices and changes
HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can show a consistent response
to more than one stimulus
a

I can show a reflex response to an auditory stimulus

b

I can show a reflex response to a tactile stimulus

c

I can show a reflex response to a visual stimulus

d

I can show a reflex response to a kinaesthetic stimulus

e

I can show a reflex response to an olfactory stimulus

f

I can show a reflex response to a taste stimulus

g

I can show an active reflex response

h

I can show a passive reflex response

i

I can show a resistant reflex response

j

I can show a defensive reflex response

k

I can begin to show awareness of familiar auditory
stimuli

l

I can begin to show awareness of familiar tactile stimuli

m

I can begin to show awareness of familiar visual stimuli

n

I can begin to show awareness of familiar kinaesthetic
stimuli

o

I can begin to show awareness of familiar olfactory
stimuli

2

I can respond to a non-familiar
stimulus

3

I can take my turn in an
interaction
a

I can be involved in intensive interaction

b

I can react briefly towards familiar people, objects and
situations

c

I can enjoy physical interaction
(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

– using knowledge of technical aspects to help my writing communicate effectively within and beyond my place of learning
LIT 0-02a / ENG 0-03a Listening and talking

13
(Continued)

Experiential

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

d

I can engage in simple routines in intensive interaction

e

I can enjoy rough-and-tumble play

f

I can join in a chasing game

g

I can anticipate a well-practiced routine

h

I can imitate an adult

i

I can initiate a routine in intensive interaction

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can attend to someone who is
communicating with me (describe):
a

I can begin to show awareness of people around me

b

I can distinguish between familiar and unfamiliar people

c

I can give visual attention to a familiar adult, object
or situation:
i

prompted

ii

unprompted

d

I can watch a familiar adult’s face when they are
speaking to me

e

I can respond to a greeting:
i  from a

one-to-one

familiar

in circle

person

in school
in the community

ii from an

one-to-one

unfamiliar

in circle

person

in school
in the
community

5

f

I can make eye contact

g

I can smile in response to another person smiling

I can respond using my preferred
form of communication when
spoken to
a

6

7

I can intentionally react to a familiar person or activity

I can communicate ‘yes’
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can communicate ‘no’
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

14
(Continued)

Experiential

8

9

10

11

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can communicate ‘more/again’
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can communicate ‘finished’
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can communicate ‘I don’t know’
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can take my turn in simple circle
and tabletop games
a

I can sit on a chair or supported seat appropriately,
ready to engage in a task:
i

with support

ii

without support

b

I can co-operate with a known adult with a full
physical prompt during an activity

c

I can co-operate when sharing objects during giveand-take activities when given a prompt

d

I can pass an object, when asked, round a circle/table

e

I can pass an object to a named person
(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

15
(Continued)

Experiential

f

g

12

13

14

15

16

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can copy an action:
i

gross movement

ii

fine movement

I can pass an action to a named person

I can be involved in shared
attention
a

I can concentrate on shared activities for a short
period of time

b

I can concentrate on shared activities for extended
periods of time

I can follow a simple instruction
a

1 Information Carrying Word (ICW) – symbol supported

b

1 ICW – signed supported

c

1 ICW – spoken

d

1 ICW – text

e

2 ICW – symbol supported

f

2 ICW – signed supported

g

2 ICW – spoken

h

2 ICW – text

i

3 ICW – symbol supported

j

3 ICW – signed supported

k

3 ICW – spoken

l

3 ICW – text

I can give a simple instruction
a

1 Information Carrying Word (ICW) – symbol supported

b

1 ICW – signed supported

c

1 ICW – spoken

d

1 ICW – text

e

2 ICW – symbol supported

f

2 ICW – signed supported

g

2 ICW – spoken

h

2 ICW – text

i

3 ICW – symbol supported

j

3 ICW – signed supported

k

3 ICW – spoken

l

3 ICW – text

I can collect a labelled item when
sent on a task
a

carrying a symbol

b

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

c

remembering from a symbol

d

by verbal request

e

with a distraction

f

short distance

g

long distance

I can deliver a message
a

physically carrying (text or symbol)

b

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

c

remembering from a symbol

d

by verbal request

e

with a distraction
(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

16
(Continued)

Experiential

17

f

short distance

g

long distance

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can initiate a greeting
a

from a
familiar
person

one-to-one
in a group
in school
in the community

b

from an
unfamiliar
person

one-to-one
in a group
in school
in the community

18

19

I can take turns in a group
a

I can take turns in a one-to-one situation with an adult

b

I can wait for my turn in an adult-led game

c

I can anticipate my turn in a game

I can lead a familiar activity
a

circle

b

snack

c

a game
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Communication, Language and Literacy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

17

C4
Tools

ABC

– to help me when interacting or presenting within and beyond my place of learning
– to help me use texts with increasingly complex or unfamiliar ideas, structures and vocabulary within and beyond my place of learning

ENG 0-12a / LIT 0-13a Reading / LIT 0-21a Writing
I explore sounds, letters and words, discovering how they work together, and I can use what I learn to help me as I read and write.
Early Emergent Readers (DA 4–6) are just beginning to grasp the basic concepts of book and print. They are acquiring a command of the alphabet with the
ability to recognise and name upper- and lower-case letters. They are also developing many phonological awareness skills, such as recognising phonemes,
syllables, and rhyme.
They are beginning to learn sound/symbol relationships – starting with consonants and short vowels – and are able to read CVC (consonant-vowelconsonant) words, as well as a number of high-frequency words.
Emergent Readers (DA 6–8) have developed an understanding of the alphabet, phonological awareness and early phonics. They have command of a
significant number of high-frequency words. They are developing a much better grasp of comprehension strategies and word-attack skills. They can
recognise different types of text, particularly fiction and non-fiction, and recognise that reading has a variety of purposes.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I know text holds meaning
a

I can match letters visually

b

I can sort text from pictures

c

I can match words

d

I can recognise my own name in print

e

I can match letters to copy my name

f

I can match letters to copy a word

g

I can match letters visually

h

I can build my own name:
i

first name

ii

surname

i

I can match text to objects

j

I can match text to photos/symbols

I can hear sounds in words
a

I can clap out syllables of words

b

I know the letter sounds of the alphabet

c

I can identify the letters of the alphabet

d

I can sort words by their initial sound

e

I can hear and say final sounds

f

I can hear and say medial vowels

I can read simple familiar texts
a

I can read single words supported by symbols

b

I can read symbol sentences

c

I can make symbol sentences

d

I can read simple written texts supported by symbols

e

I can read simple written texts supported by signing

f

I can read from top to bottom and left to right

g

I can tell the difference between a letter, word and
sentence

I can understand that words
are made up of individual
sounds (phonemes)
a

I can sequence:
i

beads

ii

bricks

iii

sounds
(Continued)
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Communication, Language and Literacy

– using knowledge of technical aspects to help my writing communicate effectively within and beyond my place of learning

18
(Continued)

Experiential

5

6

b

I can build CVC word

c

I can read CVC words

d

I can label with the words I build and read

e

I have understanding of the words I build and read

f

I can sort rhyming words

g

I can build rhyming words

h

I can continue a rhyming string

i

I can decode simple words to read them

j

I can encode simple words to build them

k

I can blend sounds together

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can use simple grammar
a

I can verbally add ‘-ing’ to verbs

b

I can verbally use plurals

c

I can use the pronoun ‘I’

d

I can use possessive pronouns

e

I can use past tense for verbs

f

I can use negatives:
i

don’t

ii

won’t

iii

can’t

I can communicate personal
information
a

I can communicate my name

b

I can communicate my address
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Applying
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C5
Tools

ABC

– to help me when interacting or presenting within and beyond my place of learning
– to help me use texts with increasingly complex or unfamiliar ideas, structures and vocabulary within and beyond my place of learning

LIT 0-21b Writing
As I play and learn, I enjoy exploring interesting materials for writing and different ways of recording my experiences and feelings, ideas and information.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can use my hands functionally
a

I can instinctively grasp an object when it is placed in my
hand

b

I can reach out and grasp using a whole hand

c

I can explore objects before releasing

d

I can grasp and release an object voluntarily

e

I can move objects from one hand to another

f

I can explore objects using my hands and fingers

g

I can explore surfaces with different parts of my hands

h

I can explore my environment with an object I am holding

i

I can use a pincer grip to pick up small objects

j

I can use one hand as a leader and one as an assister

k

I can use a leading hand consistently (left/right)

l

I can engage in construction play

I can co-ordinate the use of my
hands and eyes
a

I can use stacking toys

b

I can use a peg board

c

I can screw and unscrew lids

d

I can use a screwdriver toy

e

I can build with blocks

f

I can build with duplo toys

g

I can use a posting toy

h

I can use lacing cards

i

I can complete an inset board

j

I can complete a jigsaw:
i

2 piece

ii

4–6 piece

iii

9–16 piece

iv

more

I can use a writing implement
a

I can use a spreading/wiping action

b

I can hold a writing implement

c

I can make marks with a writing implement

d

I can cover a large paper with crayon

e

I can colour over the main body of a picture
(about 15cm x 15cm)

g

I can colour a design with accurate attention to detail

h

I can scribble circles

i

I can scribble lines

j

I can imitate circles
(Continued)
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– using knowledge of technical aspects to help my writing communicate effectively within and beyond my place of learning
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(Continued)

Experiential

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

k

I can imitate lines

l

I can copy circles

m

I can copy lines

n

I can make some recognisable shapes independently

o

I can make purposeful scribbles on paper

p

I can follow a track in the writing direction

q

I know when to start and stop following a track

r

I can trace patterns

s

I can follow patterns

t

I can copy patterns

u

I can make patterns

v

I can join simple dot-to-dots

w

I can draw a face with eyes, nose, mouth, ears and hair

x

I can draw a recognisable person

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can write letters
a

I can trace lower-case letters

b

I can trace upper-case letters

c

I can trace my name

d

I can copy lower-case letters

e

I can copy upper-case letters

f

I can copy my name

g

I can write lower-case letters

h

I can write upper-case letters

i

I can write my name

j

I can write words

k

I can copy words using a keyboard (lower case)

l

I can copy words using a standard keyboard (upper case)

m

I can make words purposefully on the computer

n

I can make sentences on the computer

o

I can make books on the computer
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C6
Finding, organising and using information – when listening to, watching and talking, reading and using fiction and non-fiction texts with increasingly
complex ideas, structures and specialist vocabulary

ABC

I listen or watch for useful or interesting information and I use this to make choices or learn new things.
I use signs, books or other texts to find useful or interesting information and I use this to plan, make choices or learn new things.

H14



Health and Wellbeing – Planning for choices and changes
HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

M13
See Mathematics and Numeracy: M13

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can understand object
permanence
a

I can follow a familiar object or person, by eye
tracking until it moves out of my field of vision

b

I can sustain visual attention to a familiar object or
person

c

I can watch an object I have deliberately dropped or
thrown

d

I can explore the location of an object that has been
hidden/disappeared

e

I can remember and anticipate the routine of looking
for a hidden object

I can look at/watch different
interesting activities in various
situations in and out of school
a

I can look at pictures of things I find interesting

b

I can look at films of things I find interesting

c

I can take photos of these different things

d

I can share photos of new interesting things/activities

e

I can share interesting things on the computer

f

I can look at photos/information on school notice
boards

I can find out interesting
information
a

I can use books to look for interesting information

b

I can use a computer to look for interesting
information

c

I can use the library to look for interesting
information

I can match
a

I can match objects that are the same

b

I can match photos that are the same

c

I can match symbols that are the same

d

I can match photos to objects/places

e

I can match symbols to objects/places

f

I can match photos to symbols

I can label
a

I can label an object:
i   by symbol
ii   by sign
(Continued)
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(Continued)

Experiential
Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

iii   by word
iv   by text
b

I can label a photo:
i   by symbol
ii   by sign
iii   by word
iv   by text

c

I can label a symbol:
i   by sign
ii   by word
iii   by text

6

7

I can identify
a

I can identify an object by spoken/signed name from
an adult

b

I can identify a photo by spoken/signed name from
an adult

c

I can identify a symbol by spoken/signed name from
an adult

I can use a timetable
a

I can understand object signifiers for my timetable

b

I can use a symbol timetable

8

I can make a shopping list
from a simple recipe

9

I can follow a simple symbol
supported recipe

10

11

12

I can categorise/sort
a

I can sort by colour

b

I can sort things as part of tidying up e.g. cutlery in
trays

c

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute with
objects (balls, cars)

d

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute
(major) pictures/symbols e.g. transport/animals into
boxes/set rings

e

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute
(major) pictures/symbols onto category boards

f

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute (more
subtle) pictures/symbols e.g. winter/summer clothing

g

I can categorise/sort for two differences/attributes
(major) pictures/symbols

h

I can categorise/sort for two differences/attributes
(more subtle) pictures/symbols

i

I can categorise/sort for three differences/attributes
(major) pictures/symbols

j

I can categorise/sort for three differences/attributes
(more subtle) pictures/symbols

k

I can categorise/sort for four differences/attributes
(more subtle)

l

I can identify objects that go together (e.g. cup and
saucer)

m

I can identify pictures that go together

n

I can show what attributes are the same about my
sets

I can use charts
a

I can look at tick lists and say what is more

b

I can look at bar charts and say what is more/the
most

I can understand a simple
social story

13
14
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C7
Understanding, analysing and evaluating – investigating and/or appreciating fiction and non-fiction texts with increasingly complex ideas,
structures and specialist vocabulary for different purposes

ABC

To help me understand stories and other texts, I ask questions and link what I am learning with what I already know.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

5

6

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can ask for help
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can answer questions in
supported situations
a

to adults

b

to peers

c

in pairs game

d

in lotto game

e

in Kim’s game

I can answer questions
spontaneously in familiar
situations
a

to adults

b

to peers

c

in pairs game

d

in lotto game

e

in Kim’s game

I can answer social questions
in supported situations
a

what’s your name?

b

how are you?

c

what do you want? (snack)

d

what are you doing?

I can answer social
questions spontaneously
a

what’s your name?

b

how are you?

c

what do you want? (snack)

d

what are you doing?

I can answer ‘wh’ questions
in supported situations
a

what

b

who

c

where

d

when

e

why

f

howw
(Continued)
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(Continued)

Experiential

7

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can answer ‘wh’
questions spontaneously
a

what

b

who

c

where

d

when

e

why

f

how
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C8
ABC

Understanding, analysing and evaluating – investigating and/or appreciating fiction and non-fiction texts with increasingly complex ideas, structures
and specialist vocabulary for different purposes
I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and other texts, sharing my thoughts in different ways.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can explore story- and
theme-related items
a

I can take part in sensory activities related to a story or
rhyme

b

I can create art work related to known stories or
rhymes

c

I can act out part of a known story or rhyme using
props

d

I can turn pages to find something I am looking for

e

I can identify common items on a page in a picture
book

f

I can turn pages to find something I have been asked
to find

g

I can identify items by use in a picture book

I can take part in a story by
adding missing words or
tag lines
a

using a VCA/iPad/technological device, big mack or
switch

b

using eye pointing

c

using symbols

d

using signs

e

using speech

I can retell a story I know
a

I can sequence pictures to tell a story I know

b

I can tell what is going to happen in a familiar story

c

I can read familiar stories, songs or rhymes

I understand about characters
in stories
a

I can identify characters in stories/books

b

I can follow characters in a simple story/book

c

I can recognise simple relationships within texts, i.e.
Mum, Dad, etc.

I can answer questions about
stories
a

I can answer simple symbol-supported questions by
touching/pointing to the correct item/picture/symbol

b

I can answer symbol-supported questions with symbolsupported sentences

c

I can answer simple questions on stories, DVDs,
computer programs, etc.

d

I can give explanations why things happen

e

I can question why things happen

I can make predictions about
stories
a

I can make a simple prediction about the content of a
book based on a title/cover

b

I can predict and talk about what might happen in an
unfamiliar story

I can use simple cloze
procedure
a

using pictures/symbols

b

using words/text

I can use vocabulary
influenced by experience of
books
(Once upon a time)
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C9
Creating texts – applying the elements which writers and others use to create different types of short and extended texts with increasingly complex ideas,
structures and vocabulary

ABC

LIT 0-09a Listening and talking / LIT 0-26a Writing



For emotional communications, see Health and Wellbeing
H1, H2, H3

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can communicate that
something interests me
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

k

taking you to it

l

looking at it

m

pointing to it

I can comment ‘I see’
a

using eye
pointing

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

b

using photos

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

c

using symbols

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

d

using signs

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

e

f

using my
VCA/iPad/
technological
device

in a structured situation

using speech

in a structured situation

when asked
spontaneously

when asked
spontaneously
in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously
3

I can describe in finer detail
what is happening in a
picture

4

I can comment ‘I hear’
a

using eye
pointing

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

(Continued)
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Within real and imaginary situations, I share experiences and feelings, ideas and information in a way that communicates my message.
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(Continued)

Experiential

b

using photos

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

c

using symbols

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

d

using signs

in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously

e

f

using my
VCA/iPad/
technological
device

in a structured situation

using speech

in a structured situation

when asked
spontaneously

when asked
spontaneously
in a structured situation
when asked
spontaneously
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C10
ABC

Creating texts – applying the elements which writers and others use to create different types of short and extended texts with increasingly complex ideas,
structures and vocabulary
I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and other texts and I use what I learn to invent my own, sharing these with others in imaginative ways.

H14



Health and Wellbeing – Planning for choices and changes
HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I use toys and play to explore
the world around me
a

I can explore heuristic play items

b

I enjoy sensorimotor play – e.g. cornflour gloup,
lentils, vibrating toys, ribbons and fabrics

c

I can explore and play with a range of expressive toys –
e.g. party blowers, bubbles, spinners, pop-up toys

d

I can use toys functionally, e.g. pushing a car,
building with bricks

I can play with an adult
a

I can watch an adult play with items such as
bubbles, party blowers balloons, a ball

b

I can join in with an adult playing with items such as
bubbles, etc.

c

I can initiate play with an adult with items such as
bubbles etc.

I can share purposeful play
with an adult
a

I can make a tower of bricks to knock down

b

I can build train tracks for a train

c

I can share a puzzle

d

I can join in a game, e.g. fishing game

I can share supported
purposeful play with a friend
a

I can make a tower of bricks to knock down

b

I can build train tracks for a train

c

I can share a puzzle

d

I can join in a game, e.g. fishing game

I can use a representational
other (teddy/doll)
a

I can give teddy a turn in a game

b

I can give teddy a role – e.g. feed him, put him to
bed, wash him

c

I can play with teddy imaginatively – e.g. go on an
adventure with teddy

6

I can use objects symbolically –
e.g. brick as cake

7

I can attribute thoughts,
feelings and emotions to a
character

8

I can role play
a

I can play with props from a known story

b

I can dress up

c

I can dress up and pretend

d

I can participate in a sharing assembly

9

I can invent my own play
scenarios

10

I can play in parallel with
a friend

11

I can play with a friend
(Continued)
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(Continued)

Experiential

12

I can play with friends

13

I can record a play scenario
a

I can sequence photos of my play

b

I can add simple symbols to my photo story

c

I can add text to my photo story

14

I can use role play to develop
my ideas for my stories

15

I can build a short story
a

using photos

b

using symbols

c

using speech

d

using text

e

using computer programs

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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C11
ABC

Creating texts – applying the elements which writers and others use to create different types of short and extended texts with increasingly complex ideas,
structures and vocabulary
As I listen and take part in conversations and discussions, I discover new words and phrases which I use to help me express my ideas, thoughts and feelings.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

a

briefly

b

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

with attention

I can follow a point (pointing
finger)
a

close object

b

distant object

I can respond to my name

4

I can make requests
a

I can request by eye pointing

b

I can hand over a symbol to get something I want
(PECS phase 1)

c

I can request by sign

d

I can request by pointing to symbols in a
communication book

e

I can request by VCA/iPad/technological device

f

I can request verbally

5

I can persist to hand over a
symbol at increasing distance
(PECS phase 2)

6

I can travel to get my PECS
book/symbol and travel to
hand over a symbol (PECS
phase 2)

7

I can discriminate between
symbols to get what I want
(PECS phase 3)

9

Responding
(P2i)

Generalised

I can look at something I am
shown

3

8

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

a

2 symbols

b

3 symbols

c

5 symbols

d

10 symbols

e

more

I understand that the following have meaning:
a

objects of reference

b

photos

c

symbols

d

signs

e

words

f

text

I can use single … within a routine:
a

objects of reference

b

symbols

c

signs

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Experiential

10

11

12

13

14

d

VCA/iPad/technological
device words

e

spoken words

f

written words (text)

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can use 2 words together to
make a request
a

I can use 2 symbols together to request (I want)

b

I can use 2 signs together to request (I want)

c

I can use 2 words together on my VCA/iPad/
technological device to request (I want)

d

I can use 2 words together to request (I want)

e

spoken words

f

written words (text)

I can use eye pointing in a
range of situations
a

snack

b

choices

c

lunch

d

playroom

e

playtime

f

work

g

community

I can use PECS in a range of
situations
a

snack

b

choices

c

lunch

d

playroom

e

playtime

f

work

g

community

I can use sign in a range of
situations
a

snack

b

choices

c

lunch

d

playroom

e

playtime

f

work

g

community

I can use my VCA/iPad/
technological device in a
range of situations
a

snack

b

choices

c

lunch

d

playroom

e

playtime

f

work

g

community

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Experiential

Part
15

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can use speech in a range of
situations
a

snack

b

choices

c

lunch

d

playroom

e

playtime

f

work

g

community

16

I can understand and
use basic vocabulary (see
Appendix 1)

17

I can extend my
communication using more
complex words and sentences
a

adjectives (big, small, colour)

b

verb

c

position

d

other (state)

Using my preferred communication system:
18

I can take my turn in a
conversation

19

I can use social phrases (see
Appendix 1)

20

I can answer questions in a
conversation

21

I can ask questions in a
conversation

22

I can respond to questions
with questions

23

I can talk about home and
school

24

I can talk about news,
experiences and events that
occurred today

25

I can talk about news,
experiences and events that
occurred yesterday

26

I can talk about events in
the future
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Appendix 1: Basic Vocabulary
I can understand:
word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

10 words
25 words
50 words
100 words

Key commands
wait
finish
stop
sit down
stand up
come here
be quiet
are you ready
go outside
go
Personal Care
toilet
change pad/nappy
brush teeth
wash hands
trousers down
trousers up
coat off
coat on
blow nose
cover mouth

Activities
circle
snack
lunch
playtime
swimming
work
cooking
go on bus
music
art
gym

(Continued)
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Word
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(Continued)
I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

Communication, Language and Literacy

People
Mum
Dad
names of siblings
names of staff
names of peers
baby
man
lady
boy
girl
important people:

Places
class (plus number)
hall
home
school
name of his/her respite
After school club
The Yard
Forest School
Shops
Information from home
about favourite places:

Social
hello/hiya
bye bye
good morning
night night
yes
no
sorry
shake hand
wave hand
please

(Continued)
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(Continued)
I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

photo

text

photo

thank you

I can understand:

I can use:

Word
word

sign

symbol

text

photo

word

sign

symbol

Action
choose
walk
eat
drink
look
listen
clap
wave
tickle
bounce
run
jump
chase
throw
catch
swim
paint
draw
open
shut
wash
brush
dig
cut
chop
stir
see
hear
read
write

(Continued)
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(Continued)
I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

Word

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

text

photo

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

Emotions
I like
I don’t like
happy
sad
angry
scared
excited
calm/relaxed

Emotion verbs
smile
laugh
cry
shout
hit
kick
bite

Clothes
T-shirt
jumper
trousers
skirt
socks
shoes

(Continued)
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symbol
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(Continued)
I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

photo

text

photo

pants/knickers
coat
hat
gloves
scarf
wellies/boots
swimsuit/trunks

I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

Colours
red
blue
green
yellow
orange
purple
pink
black
white
brown
grey

Objects
bag
book
chair
table
door
cup
spoon
fork
knife
plate
bowl
bricks
ball
car
doll

(Continued)
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(Continued)
I can understand:
Word

sign

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

text

photo

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

text

photo

favourite toys

Outside Playtime
slide
seesaw
ball
bike
roundabout
track
climbing frame
climbing wall

I can understand:
Word

symbol

I can use:
symbol

Body
hands
tummy
mouth
foot/feet
knees
bottom
fingers
thumb
toes
head
hair
nose
eyes
ears
arm
leg
tongue
lips
back
shoulders
elbow
wrist
ankle
chin
penis/willy
vagina

(Continued)
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word
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(Continued)
I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

Communication, Language and Literacy
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Health and Wellbeing
H1

HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them.
Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Mental and emotional wellbeing
HWB 0-02a / HWB 1-02a
I know that we all experience a variety of thoughts and emotions that affect how we feel and behave and I am learning ways of managing them.
For management of emotions see H5

C9
Communication and Literacy – Creating texts – applying the elements which writers and others use to create different types of short and extended texts with
increasingly complex ideas, structures and vocabulary

ABC

LIT 0-09a Listening and talking / LIT 0-26a Writing
Within real and imaginary situations, I share experiences and feelings, ideas and information in a way that communicates my message.

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Noticing
(P1ii)

Generalised

Contextual

Experiential
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I have had a range of
experiences where my emotion
has been labelled for me

1

a

pleasure (I like)

b

displeasure (I don’t like)

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed

I can name the emotions
symbol when shown to
me using my preferred
communication system

2

3

4

a

I like

b

I don’t like

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed

I can find an emotion symbol
from a range when asked
a

I like

b

I don’t like

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed

I can understand and use a
number of verbs that describe
a variety of behaviours involved
in expressing emotions, (e.g.
smile, laugh, cry, shout, etc.;
see Appendix 1)
(Continued)
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Mental and emotional wellbeing
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(Continued)

Experiential

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can confirm or refute the
label you provide for the
emotion I am expressing
a

I like

b

I don’t like

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed

6

I can acknowledge the body
responses you point out to me
when I experience an emotion

7

I have been seen to experience
this emotion
a

pleasure (I like)

b

displeasure (I don’t like)

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed
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Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

42

H2

HWB 0-03a / HWB 1-03a
I understand that there are people I can talk to and that there are a number of ways in which I can gain access to practical and emotional support to help me
and others in a range of circumstances.

C9
ABC

Communication and Literacy – Creating texts – applying the elements which writers and others use to create different types of short and extended texts
with increasingly complex ideas, structures and vocabulary
LIT 0-09a Listening and talking / LIT 0-26a Writing
Within real and imaginary situations, I share experiences and feelings, ideas and information in a way that communicates my message.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can communicate
uncomfortable emotions
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech

I can indicate that I need help
to make me feel better
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

j

using speech
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H3

HWB 0-04a / HWB 1-04a
I understand that my feelings and reactions can change, depending on what is happening within and around me. This helps me to understand my own
behaviour and the way others behave.

C9
Communication and Literacy – Creating texts – applying the elements which writers and others use to create different types of short and extended
texts with increasingly complex ideas, structures and vocabulary

ABC

LIT 0-09a Listening and talking / LIT 0-26a Writing
Within real and imaginary situations, I share experiences and feelings, ideas and information in a way that communicates my message.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I have a regular response to
show an emotion
a

pleasure (I like)

b

displeasure (I don’t like)

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed

I have a range of known
triggers to induce an emotion
a

pleasure (I like)

b

displeasure (I don’t like)

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed

I know what makes me feel
an emotion
a

pleasure (I like)

b

displeasure (I don’t like)

c

happy

d

sad

e

angry

f

scared

g

excited

h

calm/relaxed
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H4

HWB 0-05a / HWB 1-05a
I know that friendship, caring, sharing, fairness, equality and love are important in building positive relationships. As I develop and value relationships, I
care and show respect for myself and others.

Health and Wellbeing



Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Mental and emotional wellbeing

HWB 0-08a / HWB 1-08a
I understand that people can feel alone and can be misunderstood and left out by others. I am learning how to give appropriate support.
Social wellbeing
HWB 0-14a / HWB 1-14a
I value the opportunities I am given to make friends and be part of a group in a range of situations.
Developmental age (DA) for starting to make friends is 3 years. Developmental age for friends being important is 5 years.
Social interaction begins with a responsive adult. No child or young person can begin to make friends with peers without the experience and ability to
socially interact with a responsive adult.

C3
ABC

See Communication and Literacy: C3

H5



Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Mental and emotional wellbeing
HWB 0-06a / HWB 1-06a
I understand the importance of mental wellbeing and that this can be fostered and strengthened through personal coping skills and positive
relationships. I know that it is not always possible to enjoy good mental health and that if this happens there is support available.
HWB 0-07a / HWB 1-07a
I am learning skills and strategies which will support me in challenging times, particularly in relation to change and loss.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I have experienced a range of
calming techniques

2

I can engage in supported
calming activities to help me
feel better

3

I can cope with change in my
timetable and routine with
support

4

I can make transitions between
places and activities with
support

5

I can avoid or withdraw from
activities that make me feel
uncomfortable

6

I can be supported to make
transitions to new places and
new activities

7

I can use my own calming
techniques independently
when needed

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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Applying
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H6

HWB 0-09a / HWB 1-09a
As I explore the rights to which I and others are entitled, I am able to exercise these rights appropriately and accept the responsibilities that go with them.
I show respect for the rights of others.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can take responsibility
a

in the
classroom:

for hanging up my coat and bag
for tidying up the classroom
recycling
delivering the register

b

in school:

picking up litter
tidying up the playground
tidying up the lunch hall
tidying up the PE hall

2

3

4

I can take turns
a

one-to-one with an adult

b

in a pair

c

in a small group

d

in the classroom

e

in the playground

f

in other areas of the school

g

in the community

I can share
a

one-to-one with an adult

b

in a pair

c

in a small group

d

in the classroom

e

in the playground

f

in other areas of the school

g

in the community

I can look after my things
a

my bag

b

my coat

c

toys

d

in a pairbooks

(Continued)
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Social wellbeing

46
(Continued)

Experiential

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can look after my friends’
things
a

toys

b

in a pairbooks

c

in a pairschool equipment
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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H7

HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school community one which values individuals equally and is a
welcoming place for all.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can celebrate my friends’
birthdays

2

I can join in social occasions

3

a

dances

b

special lunches

c

coffee mornings

d

parties

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I appreciate the significance
of certificates in assembly
(I like getting them)
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Social wellbeing
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H8

HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence
in others.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can review my learning
a

in the moment:
I like
I don’t like
favourite

b

in my ‘I can book’

c

in my review sheets

d

in the plenary discussion

2

I can ask my friends what
they liked

3

I can show my friends my
work

4

I can show interest when
others get certificates in
assembly (e.g. clap)

5

I can model for my friends
a

good sitting

b

good waiting

c

good walking

d

good playing

e

good working
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Social wellbeing
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H9

HWB 0-12a / HWB 1-12a
Representing my class, school and/or wider community encourages my self-worth and confidence and allows me to contribute to and participate in
society.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can join in circle activities

2

I can join in assembly

3

I can share in assembly

4

I can join in the wider
community (cinema, café, etc.)

5

I can share in the wider
community (Nativity, Fiesta, etc.)

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
“(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Social wellbeing
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H10

HWB 0-13a / HWB 1-13a
Through contributing my views, time and talents, I play a part in bringing about positive change in my school and wider community.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can join in music

2

I can join in art

3

I can enter my work to an art
competition

4

I can express my opinion on a
pictorial questionnaire

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can take part in school
ballots

6

I can participate in our Eco
committee

7

I can participate in our Pupil
Council

8
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Social wellbeing
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H11

HWB 0-15a / HWB 1-15a
I am developing my understanding of the human body and can use this knowledge to maintain and improve my wellbeing and health.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can find and name different
parts of the body (DA 18
months) (see Communication
and Literacy Appendix 1 Basic
Vocabulary)

2

I can undress myself

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

a

I can pull clothing off my hands

b

I can pull clothing off my feet

c

I can take my arms out of my clothing

d

I can push trousers and pants down

e

I can remove pull down garments with an elasticated
waist

f

I can pull clothing over my head

g

I can unbutton a button

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can dress myself
a

Shirt, coat, dress
i I can push my arm through a sleeve (DA 1 year)
ii I can find armholes in a T-shirt (DA 2 years)
iii I can pull garments over my head (DA 2½ years)
iv I can find the opening of a garment (DA 2½ years)
v I can put on a front-button coat/jacket (DA 2½ years)
vi I can button one large button (DA 3 years)
vii I can button a series of 3 or 4 buttons (DA 3½ years)
viii I can zip and separate the shank on a jacket (DA
3½ years)
ix I can put on mittens (DA 3½ years)
x I can put on a pullover garment the right way
round (DA 5 years)
xi I can tie a knot (DA 5 years)
xii I can untie an apron behind my back (DA 5 years)
xiii I can close a back zipper (DA 6 years)

b

Trousers
i I can push my leg through trousers (DA 1 year)
ii I can pull my trousers up my legs (DA 2 years)
iii I can pull my trousers up to my waist (DA 2½ years)
iv I can put on and take off elasticated trousers (DA
3 years)
v I can do up poppers on the front of trousers (DA
3½ years)
vi I can do up a hook on the front of trousers
vii I can fasten the button on my trousers (DA 3½ years)

c

Socks
i I can remove socks (DA 1 year)
ii I can pull up socks that are put on to the ankle
iii I can put on tube socks (DA 3 years)
iv I can put on socks with heel placement (DA 4
years)
(Continued)
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Physical wellbeing
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(Continued)

Experiential

d

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Shoes
   i I can pull off shoes (DA 1 year)
ii I can hold my foot up for shoes (DA 1 year)
iii I can take my unfastened shoes off (DA 2 years)
iv I can put on shoes without fasteners - may be on
the wrong feet (DA 3 years)
v

I can put on boots (DA 3½ years)

vi I can buckle my shoes (DA 4 years)
vii I can lace my shoes (DA 4 years)
viii I can tie a bow (DA 6 years)
4

I can follow a dressing
schedule

5

I know when to keep my
clothes on and when to take
them off
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H12

HWB 0-16a / HWB 1-16a
I am learning to assess and manage risk, to protect myself and others, and to reduce the potential for harm when possible.
HWB 0-17a / HWB 1-17a
I know and can demonstrate how to keep myself and others safe and how to respond in a range of emergency situations.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can stay close to my adults

2

I can go and get help when
I need it

3

I can get help for a friend
when they need it

4

I can press the emergency
buzzer when an adult asks

5

I have an understanding of
the common dangers
a

electrical sockets

b

fire

c

traffic

d

heights

e

deep/fast/open water

f

strangers

6

I have met policemen

7

I have met firemen

8

I have met doctors/nurses/
dentists

9

I have visited a hospital

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Physical wellbeing
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H13
HWB 0-18a / HWB 1-18a
I know and can demonstrate how to travel safely.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can walk along a path in
the countryside
a

in a reined backpack or with a wrist strap

b

holding hands or linking arms with an adult

c

with supervision

I can walk across open
countryside or a park
a

in a reined backpack or with a wrist strap

b

holding hands or linking arms with an adult

c

with supervision

I can walk along a private
road with little traffic
a

in a reined backpack or with a wrist strap

b

holding hands or linking arms with an adult

c

with supervision

I can walk along a city road
a

in a reined backpack or with a wrist strap

b

holding hands or linking arms with an adult

c

with supervision

5

I can stop when asked

6

I know that buses and cars
will hurt me if they hit me

7

I can wait to cross a road

8

I can look in both directions

9

I can recognise a moving
vehicle

10

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

I can recognise vehicle
noises

11

I can see when there are no
vehicles coming

12

I can cross the road safely

13

I can wait to cross a road at
a crossing

14

I can push the green man
button

15

I can watch the traffic light
for the green man

16

I can spot the green man,
look to see if the road is
safe and cross the road

17

I know I need to wear a seat
belt in a car or bus

18

I can put on a seat belt
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)
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Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing – Physical wellbeing

55

H14

HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

Health and Wellbeing



Planning for choices and changes

See Communication and Literacy: C1, C2, C3, C9

ABC

See Mathematics and Numeracy: M13

H15



Planning for choices and changes
HWB 0-20a / HWB 1-20a
I can describe some of the kinds of work that people do and I am finding out about the wider world of work.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can work for a reward

2

I can take part in enterprising
activities
a

coffee mornings

b

school fayres

c

upcycling

d

art gallery exhibitions

3

I know the difference
between work and play

4

I know that people go to
work for money

5

6

7

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I know what people do for
work
a

janitor

b

secretary

c

cook

d

bus driver

e

shopkeeper

f

doctor

I have helped people at work
a

janitor

b

secretary

c

cook

d

head teacher

e

minister/vicar/priest

I can engage in work-related
activities
a

I can
wash up

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

b

I can dry
up

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
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56
(Continued)

Experiential
Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

with gestural prompts
independently
c

I can tidy
up

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

d

I can
clean a
surface

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

e

I can
hoover a
floor

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

f

I can
sweep a
floor

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

g

I can lay
a table

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

h

I can make a bed:
i sheet

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

ii pillows hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently
iii duvet

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

i

I can
recycle

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently
(Continued)
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

57
(Continued)

Experiential

j

I can
pick
up litter

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

k

I can

hand over hand

wash a
car

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

l

I can use

hand over hand

the
photo-

with verbal support

copier

with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

m

I can use
the
paper
shredder

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently
hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

58

H16

HWB 0-21a
I am learning to move my body well, exploring how to manage and control it and finding out how to use and share space.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can sit unaided

2

I can stand unaided

3

I can stand up and lean over
to pick up an object without
losing balance

4

I can travel on foot

5

a

walking

b

running

c

skipping

d

galloping

e

hopping

f

jumping

g

sidestepping

a

backwards

b

forwards

c

sideways

I can move around without
bumping into others

7

I can move across the floor
a

on my tummy

b

on my hands and feet

c

by crawling

d

on my back

8

I can jump and land safely

9

I can balance

11

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can move

6

10

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

a

on one foot

b

on two feet and one hand

c

on two hands and one foot

d

on a bench

e

on a box

I can show that I am ready to
start an activity
a

by sitting on a bench

b

by standing in a hoop

c

by standing/sitting on a mat

d

without props

I can show that I have
finished an activity
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(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing



Physical education, physical activity and sport – Physical education – Movement skills, competencies and concepts

59

H17

HWB 0-22a
I am developing my movement skills through practice and energetic play.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Ball skills:
1

2

3

4

I can kick a ball
a

by walking into a ball while trying to kick it

b

by standing and kicking a large ball gently

c

forcibly

d

in an intended direction

e

to score a goal

I can catch a ball
a

by stretching out my hands intending to grasp an
object held at close range

b

by stretching out my hands and hold a large ball
placed within reach

c

by stretching out my hands to catch a large soft ball
thrown slowly at close range

d

by scooping a large ball (thrown slowly from close
range) into my body

e

making a controlled catch between 2 hands

f

anticipating where a ball will go and move position
appropriately

g

moving my hand/arm/body as ball approaches
anticipating where to catch

h

with one hand

I can throw a ball
a

by propelling an object without releasing it intentionally

b

releasing a ball placed in hand by dropping it

c

propelling a ball across the floor

d

dropping or propelling a ball/object deliberately in a
planned direction

e

underhand

f

overhand

g

towards a person

h

towards a large target

i

into a box

I can control a ball
a

rolling

b

bouncing

c

bouncing and catching

d

with a bat

Game skills:
5

I can join in a game
a

tail tag

b

Danish rounders

c

bench game

6

I can watch a game

7

I can keep score in a game
a

counting using concrete objects

b

counting verbally

c

comparing concrete objects to see who has won

d

comparing numbers to see who has won
(Continued)
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Physical education, physical activity and sport – Physical education – Movement skills, competencies and concepts

60
(Continued)

Experiential

8

9
10

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can use a bat appropriately
to hit
a

balloon

b

cush ball

c

foam ball

d

ball

e

shuttlecock

f

over a net

g

moving to hit an object coming from the other side
of a net

h

returning an object over a net

I can shoot a basket
I can join in a simplified game
a

basketball

b

tennis

c

badminton

d

football

Gymnastic skills:
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

I can be ready to do gymnastics
a

sit on a bench waiting

b

watch a demonstration

c

make choices using my preferred communication
system

I can roll
a

tolerate being rolled on a mat

b

long roll

c

forward roll

d

backward roll

I can move on a bench
a

walking along a bench forwards

b

walking along a bench backwards

c

pulling myself along a bench on my tummy

d

pulling myself along a bench on my back

e

walking up and down an inclined bench

I can crawl
a

along a bench

b

under boxes/mats

c

through boxes/tunnels/nets

d

over boxes/benches

I can take my weight on my
hands
a

bunny hops

b

wheelbarrow movement off a ball/bench

c

supported wheelbarrow movement

d

handstand against a wall

I can jump
a

standing jump

b

off two mats (10 cm high)

c

off a bench

d

off a box

e

shape jump

f

hop

I can work on a bar
a

hanging

b

initiate swinging
(Continued)
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(P1i)

Part

Contextual

61
(Continued)

Experiential

Part

18

19

20

21

c

moving along like a monkey

d

rolling around

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can work on wall bars
a

climbing up

b

climbing down

c

climbing through

I can work on a rope
a

swinging

b

climbing

I can work on a ladder
a

climbing up

b

climbing down

c

climbing along horizontally

I can follow a sequence of
moves
a

2 moves

b

3 moves

c

4 moves

Athletic skills:
22

I can be ready for a race

23

I can run in a straight line

24

I can join in a variety of races
a

running race

b

hurdles race

c

sack race

d

beanbag in bucket race

e
f
25

I can throw a foam javelin

26

I can finish a race
Fitness skills:

27

I can run
a

forwards at a variety of speeds

b

backwards at a variety of speeds

c

continuously without stopping for a determined
distance

d

round a circuit in the gym

e

round a track in the playground

28

I can do step-ups

29

I can do sit-ups

30

I can do box press-ups

31

I can do bicep curls with a
weighted bar

32

I can use a scooter board

33
Swimming skills:
34

I can move in water
a

enter the pool from sitting

b

move independently
(Continued)
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Encountering
(P1i)
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(Continued)

Experiential

35

36

37

c

jump in water

d

walk backwards

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can tolerate water on my
face
a

blowing bubbles

b

splashing my face

c

putting my face in the water

I can swim with an aid
a

taking my feet off the bottom

b

moving my legs

c

kicking my legs

d

moving my arms

e

moving my arms and legs

I can swim
a

1 minute

b

2 minutes

c

3 minutes

d

a length

e

more lengths

38

I can do doggy paddle/
swimming independently but
no fixed style

39

I can float

40

I can do front crawl

41

I can do back crawl

42

I can do the breast stroke

43

I can glide

44

I can surface dive

45

I can retrieve objects

46

I can follow a set of symbolic
instructions
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Applying
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

63

H18

HWB 0-23a
I am aware of my own and others’ needs and feelings, especially when taking turns and sharing resources. I recognise the need to follow rules.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can take turns
a

in the swimming pool

b

in games

c

in gymnastics

d

in dance

e

using equipment

I can share PE resources
a

balls

b

big equipment

c

bats

d

floats

e

big mats

I can follow simple rules
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Applying
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Physical education, physical activity and sport – Physical education – Co-operation and competition

64

H19

HWB 0-24a
By exploring and observing movement, I can describe what I have learned about it.

Experiential
Part
1

I can show what I have done

2

I can show what I can do

Encountering
(P1i)

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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Applying
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Physical education, physical activity and sport – Physical education – Evaluating and appreciating

65

H20

HWB 0-25a
I am enjoying daily opportunities to participate in different kinds of energetic play, both outdoors and indoors.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can go outside to play

2

I can keep myself happy and
active outside at playtime/
break time

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a

ball play

b

chasing games

c

trike riding

d

climbing

e

playground games (e.g. hopscotch)

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can engage in a range of
physical outdoor activities
a

pond dipping

b

country walks

c

play parks

d

beach play

e

snow play

I can play on play park
equipment
a

swings

b

slides

c

seesaw

d

climbing frames

e

balancing equipment

I can walk purposefully
a

for 5 minutes

b

for 10 minutes

c

for 30 minutes

d

for longer

I can walk on a range of
surfaces
a

flat smooth surfaces

b

flat uneven paths

c

up and down hilly paths

d

on uneven ground (off-path)

I can run round the track
a

once

b

three times

c

five times

I can ride a bike
a

tandem tricycle

b

tricycle

c

tandem bicycle

d

bike with stabilisers

e

standard bike

I can engage in physical forest
school activities (e.g. follow
my leader)
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Physical education, physical activity and sport – Physical activity and sport

66

H21

HWB 0-27a
I know that being active is a healthy way to be.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I enjoy physical activity

2

I engage in physical activity

3

I can communicate about
physical activities

4

5

a

I like

b

I don’t like

c

favourite

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can use the equipment in
the fitness room
a

bike

b

treadmill

c

cross-trainer

d

trampoline

I know that physical activity is
good for me
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Physical education, physical activity and sport – Physical activity and health

67

H22



Physical education, physical activity and sport – Physical activity and health
HWB 0-28a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can communicate my feelings
about a physical activity
a

I like

b

I don’t like

c

happy

d

sad

I can communicate how a
physical activity made my
body feel
a

hot

b

breathing fast (puffed out)

c

heart beating fast

d

sweaty
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Understanding
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Applying
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Health and Wellbeing

I can describe how I feel after taking part in energetic activities and I am becoming aware of some of the changes that take place in my body.

68

H23

HWB 0-29a / HWB 1-29a
I enjoy eating a diversity of foods in a range of social situations.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can feed myself
a

I can open my mouth when a spoon is presented
(DA 4–7 months)

b

I can finger feed many soft foods (DA 9 months)

c

I can reach for a spoon when presented (DA 9
months)

d

I can hold a cup and drink with some spillage (DA 1
year)

e

I can bring a filled spoon to my mouth (DA 12–14
months)

f

I can scoop food (DA 15–18 months)

g

I can drink from a straw (DA 1–2 years)

h

I can drink from a cup (DA 1½–2 years)

i

I can bring a spoon/fork to my mouth, palm up (DA
2 years)

j

I can pour from a small cup (DA 2½ years)

k

I can stab food with a fork (DA 3 years)

l

I can self-feed with little spillage (DA 3 years)

m

I can cut soft food with a knife

n

I can cut harder food with a knife

I can sit at a table and eat
my lunch
a

full physical support (seat or person)

b

physical prompts

c

verbal prompts

d

gestural prompts

e

symbol support

f

independently

g

for 1 minute

h

for 2 minutes

i

for 5 minutes

j

for the whole meal

I can share a snack with my
friends at the table
a

full physical support (seat or person)

b

physical prompts

c

verbal prompts

(Continued)
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Food and health – Nutrition

69
(Continued)

Experiential

d

gestural prompts

e

symbol support

f

independently

g

for 1 minute

h

for 2 minutes

i

for 5 minutes

j

for the whole meal

4

I can eat a picnic outside

5

I can eat a packed lunch
outside

6

I can eat a snack at a café

7

I can eat a meal at a café

8

I can clear away my plate
and cutlery

9

I can choose my lunch at
the hatch

10

a

by looking

b

by pointing

c

using symbols

d

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

e

using signs

f

using speech

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can choose food in a café
a

by looking

b

by pointing

c

using symbols

d

using my VCA/iPad/technological device

e

using signs

f

using speech

11

I can offer my friend some
food

12

I can pour some drink for
a friend

13

I can join in a party

14

I can join in a special lunch
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Applying
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70

H24

HWB 0-30a
Together we enjoy handling, tasting, talking and learning about different foods, discovering ways in which eating and drinking may help us to grow and keep healthy.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I am beginning to eat a
balanced diet
a

I can play with different food textures (e.g. cornflour
gloup, jelly, beans, etc.)

b

I can touch different foods

c

I can taste different foods
  i cereals
ii crisps
iii vegetables
iv fruit
v dairy products (e.g. yoghurt, cheese, etc.)
vi fruit drinks
vii milk drinks
viii different teas and coffees

d

I can eat carbohydrates
  i bread
ii rice
iii potato
iv pasta
v pizza
vi savoury crackers
vii sweet biscuits

e

I can eat dairy products
  i cheese

f

ii

yoghurts

iii

butter/margarine

I can eat fruit
  i apple
ii orange
iii banana
iv grapes
v cherries
vi plums
vii berries
viii melon
ix pineapple
x tomatoes
xi pear

(Continued)
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Food and health – Nutrition

71
(Continued)

Experiential
Part
g

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can eat raw vegetables
  i carrots
ii cucumber
iii pepper
iv celery
v lettuce
vi salad

h

I can eat cooked vegetables
  i broccoli
ii peas
iii carrots
iv peppers
v onions
vi sweet corn
vii mushrooms
viii boiled potatoes
ix baked potatoes
x roast potatoes
xi chips

i

I can eat protein
  i beans
ii chicken
iii sausages
iv hamburger
v mince
vi fish
vii fish fingers
viii other white meat
ix other red meat

j

I can drink a range of drinks
i water
ii fruit juice
iii milk
iv hot chocolate
v tea
vi fruit teas
vii coffees
viii fizzy juice

Other comments (including allergies)
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Encountering
(P1i)

72

H25

HWB 1-30b
I experience a sense of enjoyment and achievement when preparing simple healthy foods and drinks.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can help prepare snack
a

collect
items

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

b

lay the
table

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

2

3

4

5

I can spread butter/jam on
crackers
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can spread butter/jam on bread
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can pour cereal and milk in
a bowl
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can cut up fruit and make a
fruit salad
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

(Continued)
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Food and health – Nutrition

73
(Continued)

Experiential

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can pour drinks into cups
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can cut up vegetables for soup
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can use a blender to make soup
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can open a tin of beans
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can stir beans or soup on the
stove
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can make a muffin pizza
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

independently

I can make a sandwich
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

74
(Continued)

Experiential
Part

13

14

15

16

17

18

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can stir
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can use the oven with support
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can use the microwave
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can put on an electric kettle
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can pour from a kettle with
support
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can use a toaster to make toast
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

75
(Continued)

Experiential

19

20

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can follow a simple symbol
supported recipe
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

I can make a meal
a

one
course:

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

b

two
courses:

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

c

three
courses:

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

21

I can prepare for a party
a

collect
items:

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

b

lay the
table:

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

c

prepare
food
and
drink:

hand over hand
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

22

I can choose from a menu
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

independently

(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

76
(Continued)

Experiential

23

24

25

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can make a menu
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

independently

I can make a shopping list
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

independently

I can find things on a shopping
list and put them in the basket
a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

a

hand over hand

b

with verbal support

c

with symbol support

d

with gestural prompts

e

with supervision

26

27
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

77

H26

HWB 0-32a
I know that people need different kinds of food to keep them healthy.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can show the different
types of food we need to
eat to keep healthy
a

protein

b

vegetables

c

fruit

d

dairy products

e

carbohydrates

I can show the different
types of drinks we need to
drink to keep healthy
a

milk

b

juice

c

water

3

I know we have to eat a
little bit of everything to
keep healthy

4

I know it is good to drink
lots of water
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing



Food and health – Nutrition

78

H27



Food and health – Safe and hygienic practices
HWB 0-33a / HWB 1-33a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Toileting – ‘training’ begins at DA 2+ years, certainly by
DA 3 years. Using the toilet independently DA 4–6 years:
1

I can manage my toileting
(pee), except for accidents

2

I can manage my toileting
(poo), except for accidents
a

I know and can indicate when I am soiled (DA 1½ –2
years)

b

I know and can indicate when I am wet (DA 1½–2
years)

c

I can walk to the bathroom when I need to be
changed:

d

e

f

i

with verbal support

ii

with symbol support

iii

with gestural prompts

iv

independently

I can help pull down trousers/pants when I am being
changed:
i

hand over hand

ii

with verbal support

iii

with symbol support

iv

with gestural prompts

v

independently

I can help pull up my trousers/pants when being
changed:
i

hand over hand

ii

with verbal support

iii

with symbol support

iv

with gestural prompts

v

independently

I can sit on a toilet:

   i briefly

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

    ii for 1
minute

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

I am becoming aware of how cleanliness, hygiene and safety can affect health and wellbeing and I apply this knowledge in my everyday routines such as
taking care of my teeth.

79
(Continued)

Experiential

iii for
several
minutes

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

g

I can pee in the toilet when I am taken

h

I can pee standing up when I am taken (boys)

i

I can poo in the toilet when I am taken

j

I can stay dry and clean if I am taken
regularly

k

I can close the door
when I use the toilet:

l

m

n

o

i

with verbal support

ii

with symbol support

iii

with gestural prompts

iv

independently

I can wipe my bottom:
i

with verbal support

ii

with symbol support

iii

with gestural prompts

iv

independently

I can flush the toilet
after I have used it:
i

with verbal support

ii

with symbol support

iii

with gestural prompts

iv

independently

I can wash my hands
after using the toilet:
i

hand over hand

ii

with verbal support

iii

with symbol support

iv

with gestural prompts

v

independently

I can dry my hands:
i

hand over hand

ii

with verbal support

iii

with symbol support

iv

with gestural prompts

v

independently

(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

80
(Continued)

Experiential

3

p

I know when I need a pee (DA 3 years)

q

I know when I need a poo (DA 3 years)

r

I can tell someone I need the toilet:
i

through behaviour

ii

by taking an adult to the door

iii

by gesture

iv

by sign

v

by symbol

vi

by speech

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can follow a toileting
schedule
Washing:

4

I can wash my hands
a

b

c

I can put soap on my hands:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can rub my soapy hands together:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can turn on a tap:
i push

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

ii turn

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

d

I can rinse my hands:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

81
(Continued)

Experiential

e

f

6

Participating
(P3i)

Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can follow a hand-washing schedule

a

after going to the toilet

b

before cooking/lunch

c

when they are dirty

I can wash my face

b

I can wash my face with a cloth:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can use a mirror to see
when my face is clean

I can clean my teeth
a

b

c

d
8

Engaging
(P2ii)

I know when to wash my
hands

a

7

Responding
(P2i)

I can get a towel and dry my hands:
i

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Generalised

I can withstand someone cleaning my teeth with a
toothbrush:
i

momentarily

ii

10 seconds

iii

30 seconds

iv

1 minute

I can withstand someone cleaning my teeth with a
toothbrush and toothpaste:
i

momentarily

ii

10 seconds

iii

30 seconds

iv

1 minute

I can clean my teeth:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can follow a tooth-brushing schedule

I know when to clean my
teeth
(Continued)
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

82
(Continued)

Experiential

9

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can take a shower
a

b

c

d

e

f

I can stand in a shower:
i

momentarily

ii

30 seconds

iii

1 minute

iv

5 minutes

v

for the length of time it takes to get washed

I can wash my body with shampoo/shower gel/soap:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can wash my hair with shampoo:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can rinse myself:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can dry myself:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can dry hair with a towel:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v
g

independently

I can dry hair with a hair dryer:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support
(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

83
(Continued)

Experiential

h
10

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can follow a showering schedule

I can brush my hair
a

hand over hand

b

verbal prompts

c

symbol support

d

gestural prompts

e

independently

11

I know when I need to brush
my hair

12

I can use a mirror to brush
my hair

13

I can put on deodorant
a

hand over hand

b

verbal prompts

c

symbol support

d

gestural prompts

e

independently
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(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

84

H28

HWB 0-35a
I explore and discover where foods come from while I choose, prepare and taste different foods.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can plant vegetable seeds

2

I can care for plants in the garden

3

I can harvest vegetables

4

I can harvest fruit

5

I know that meat comes from
animals

6

I know that dairy products come
from cows

7

I know that cows, pigs and sheep
live on farms

8

I know that vegetables and fruits
grow on farms

9

I know that some of our food
comes from different countries

10

I can find out where food comes
from, with support

11

I can buy food
a

at snack:

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

b

small shop:

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently

c

supermarket:

with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently
with verbal support
with symbol support
with gestural prompts
independently
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)
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Food and health – Food and the consumer

85

H29

HWB 0-38a
I understand that there are things I should not touch or eat and how to keep myself safe, and I am learning what is meant by medicines and harmful substances.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can refrain from putting
things in my mouth that
should not be in my mouth.
Children begin to stop
mouthing objects
indiscriminately from about
DA 18 months; however,
mouthing continues to DA 5
years and beyond. Between
DA 3 and 5 years, children
gradually concentrate on
mouthing fingers and thumbs.

2

I know what I can put in my
mouth

3

I know what I can eat

4

I know what I should not eat

5

I know what is medicine

6

I know that medicine can
make you feel better

7

I know who should give me
medicine
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)
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Substance misuse

86

H30

HWB 0-42a
I can show ways of getting help in unsafe situations and emergencies.
For emergency situations see H12

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can communicate I need help
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using my VCA/iPad/
technological device

j

using speech
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)
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Substance misuse

87

H31

HWB 0-44a / HWB 1-44a
I am aware of how friendships are formed and that likes, dislikes, special qualities and needs can influence relationships.

Health and Wellbeing



Relationships, sexual health and parenthood

HWB 0-44b / HWB 1-44b
I understand positive things about friendships and relationships but when something worries or upsets me I know who I should talk to.
Developmental age (DA) for starting to make friends is 3 years. Developmental age for friends being important is 5 years.
Social interaction begins with a responsive adult. No child or young person can begin to make friends with peers without the experience and ability to socially
interact with a responsive adult.

C3
See Communication and Literacy: C3

ABC

H32



Relationships, sexual health and parenthood
HWB 0-45a / HWB 1-45a
I know that there are people in our lives who care for and look after us and I am aware that people may be cared for by parents, carers or other adults.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can respond to my name

2

I can come when I am called

3

I can stay close to my adults in
strange places

4

I can show who is in my family

5

I can look at a friend’s family

6

I can find families in books

7

a

Mum

b

Dad

c

baby

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I know that if I am lost I can ask
for help
a

from a policeman

b

from a lady in a shop
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)
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H33



Relationships, sexual health and parenthood
HWB 0-45b / HWB 1-45b

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I am learning about personal
space
a

I can show when I want to be on my own:
i using behaviour
ii using body language
iii using vocalisation
iv using gesture
v using eye pointing
vi using photos
vii using symbol
viii using sign
ix using my VCA/iPad/technological device
x using speech

b

I can show when I want to be with someone:
i using behaviour
ii using body language
iii using vocalisation
iv using gesture
v using eye pointing
vi using photos
vii using symbol
viii using sign
ix using my VCA/iPad/technological device
x

c

d

using speech

I can respond when someone wants to play/be with me:
i

using behaviour

ii

using body language

iii

using vocalisation

iv

using gesture

v

using eye pointing

vi

using photos

vii

using symbol

viii

using sign

ix

using my VCA/iPad/
technological device

x

using speech

I can tell when someone doesn’t want to play/be with
me
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing

I am aware of the need to respect personal space and boundaries and can recognise and respond appropriately to verbal and non-verbal communication.

89

H34

HWB 0-47a / HWB 1-47a
I recognise that we have similarities and differences but are all unique.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can show what is the same
about my friends

2

I can show what is different
about my friends

3

I can sort for what people are
wearing – e.g.
black trousers/blue trousers,
trainers/shoes, etc.

4

I can sort for features – e.g.
blue eyes/brown eyes, brown
hair/red hair, etc.

5

I can sort girls and boys

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Gender – 76 per cent of
2-year-olds can correctly
identify their own gender. By
3 years old, they can correctly
label other people’s gender.
Gender stability develops by
4 years; a girl knows she will
be a Mummy when she grows
up. Gender constancy (i.e.
not going to change) develops
by 7 years of age.
6

I can show what is the same
about girls and women and
boys and men

7

I can show what is different
about girls and boys and
women and men

8

I am interested in my
appearance

9

I can choose clothes I like

10

a

from a selection of
clothes

b

from a shop

c

from a catalogue

I can show what is the same
and what is different about a
little girl and a big girl (young
woman), or a little boy and a
big boy (young man)
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Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing



Relationships, sexual health and parenthood
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H35

HWB 0-47b / HWB 1-47b
I am aware of my growing body and I am learning the correct names for its different parts and how they work.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can sequence a set of pictures
of someone growing

2

I know that my body will change
(or has changed) as I grow up

3

I can identify private parts of
the body

4

a

pubic hair

b

breasts

c

penis

d

vagina

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can use the words (symbols,
signs, text) for private parts of
the body
a

pubic hair

b

breasts

c

penis

d

vagina

5

I know that as I grow, I will
sweat more

6

I can identify pictures of the
reproductive organs
a

womb

b

ovaries

c

testicles

7

I know seeds (sperm) come
from the testicles

8

I know an egg comes from the
ovary into the womb and if it
joins up with a seed (sperm)
then it will grow into a baby

9

I know that a man puts seed
(sperm) into the womb when a
man and woman have sex

10

I know a baby comes out of the
vagina when it is born
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)
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H36



Relationships, sexual health and parenthood
HWB 0-48a / HWB 1-48a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can show something is wrong
with me
a

using behaviour

b

using body language

c

using vocalisation

d

using gesture

e

using eye pointing

f

using photos

g

using symbol

h

using sign

i

using VCA/iPad/
technological device

j

using speech

I know if something is wrong
with me I must tell one of
my adults
Self-care – periods

3

I know that when girls grow
up they have periods

4

I know when I am having a
period

5

I can manage my periods
a

b

c

I can tell someone that I am having a period:
i

using vocalisation

ii

using gesture

iii

using symbol

iv

using sign

v

using VCA/iPad/technological device

vi

using speech

I can put on a pad when I am having my period:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I know when the pad needs changing

(Continued)
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Health and Wellbeing

I am learning what I can do to look after my body and who can help me.

92
(Continued)

Experiential

d

e

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can change the pad:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

I can dispose of the pad correctly in the appropriate
bin:
i

hand over hand

ii

verbal prompts

iii

symbol support

iv

gestural prompts

v

independently

6

I know who I can talk to about
periods

7

I know if my tummy hurts I can
ask for medicine to feel better

8

I know periods are private and
I do not talk about them in
public places

9

I know periods are private and
I do not talk about them to
anyone except my parents/
carers and grown ups at school

10

I know that sometimes before
my period I feel grumpy
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Health and Wellbeing

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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H37

HWB 0-49a / HWB 1-49a
I am learning about respect for my body and what behaviour is right and wrong. I know who I should talk to if I am worried about this.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I know that my bedroom,
bathroom and changing
rooms are private

2

I know that everywhere else
is public

3

I can show what parts of my
body are private
a

on my body

b

on photos

c

on drawings/pictures

4

I know I must wear clothes
in public

5

I know I must not show/touch
my private parts in public

6

I know that only grown-ups I
know (Mum, Dad, teacher) or
doctors and nurses can look
at/touch my private parts

7

I can show who I can give
hugs and kisses to

8

I can show who can give me
hugs and kisses

9

I can sort photos for people I
know and strangers

10

I know I must not touch
strangers

11

I know strangers must not
touch me

12

I know if someone touches me
and I don’t like it, I must say/
sign stop and get help

13

I know if a stranger touches
my private parts, I must say/
sign stop and get help

14

I know I must not go
anywhere with a stranger

15

I know I must not touch other
people’s private parts

16

I know that if I want to
masturbate, I must go to a
private place, my bedroom or
a bathroom

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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H38

HWB 0-50a / HWB 1-50a
I am learning about where living things come from and about how they grow, develop and are nurtured.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can show what things are
alive

2

I can show what things are
not alive

3

I can look after a growing
plant

4

I know a plant needs water
to grow

5

I know animals grow

6

I know animals have babies

7

I can match animals and their
babies

8

I can order a simple life cycle
(e.g. The Hungry Caterpillar)

9

I know babies start growing
inside mothers

10

I can show pictures of animal
mothers caring for their babies

11

I can show pictures of mothers
caring for their babies

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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H39

HWB 0-51a / HWB 1-51a
I am able to show an awareness of the tasks required to look after a baby.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can show how to hold
a baby

2

I can show how to feed
a baby

3

I can show how to
wash a baby

4

I know babies need a
lot of care and love

5

I know babies need lots
of sleep

6

I can show where to
put a baby to sleep

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)
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Understanding
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Applying
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Mathematics and Numeracy
M1
MNU 0-01a
I am developing a sense of size and amount by observing, exploring, using and communicating with others about things in the world around me.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

3

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can focus attention on
objects in different contexts
a

heuristic playboxes

b

sand-and-water play

c

block play

d

soft play

e

sensory play

f

outside play

I can share attention on
objects in different contexts
a

heuristic playboxes

b

sand-and-water play

c

block play

d

soft play

e

sensory play

f

outside play

I can explore objects of
different sizes in different
contexts
a

heuristic playboxes

b

sand-and-water play

c

block play

d

soft play

e

sensory play

f

outside play

I can explore different
quantities of objects in
different contexts
a

heuristic playboxes

b

sand-and-water play

c

block play

d

soft play

e

sensory play

f

outside play

I can understand and use big
and small
a

I can choose the bigger cake/biscuit

b

I can choose the bigger drink

c

I can make a big/small things, e.g. ball of playdough:
i

big

ii

small

d

I can make big/small actions, e.g. jumps, steps,
splashes in the pool

e

I can show a big thing or a small object:
i

big

ii

small
(Continued)
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Number, money and measure – Estimation and rounding
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(Continued)

Experiential

f

5

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can compare 2 objects and show which one is
bigger or smaller (DA 3 years):
i

bigger

ii

smaller

I can understand and use
more and less (DA 3 years)
a

I can choose the bowl with more sweets

b

I can choose the larger group

c

I can compare 2 sets and indicate which is more or less:
i

more (DA 4 years)

ii

less (DA 5 years)
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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M2
Number, money and measure – Number and number processes including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and
negative numbers
I have explored numbers, understanding that they represent quantities, and I can use them to count, create sequences and describe order.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

a

rhymes

b

songs

c

stories

d

outside play

e

going up and down stairs

f

box work

g

PE

h

cooking

I understand the number 1
and can take one thing from
a group

3

I can say/sign the number
names in order

5

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can join in with supported
counting in a range of contexts

2

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

a

to 2

b

to 3 (DA 3 years)

c

to 4

d

to 5

e

to 10 (DA 4 years)

f

to 20

I can match things 1:1 (DA 3–4
years) (1:1 correspondence)
a

to 2

b

to 3 (DA 3 years)

c

to 4

d

to 5

e

to 10 (DA 4 years)

f

to 20

I can count
a

I can point to things one at a time in time to
somebody else counting:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

MNU 0-02a

99
(Continued)

Experiential

b

c

d

e

f

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can match 1 number name to each object by moving
them:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can match 1 number name to each object by
pointing to them in a line:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can match 1 number name to each object in
randomly grouped sets:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can count out a number of things from a group:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can fetch a group of things:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

(Continued)
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

100
(Continued)

Experiential

6

7

8

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I know the last number
counted is the number of the
group (cardinality)
a

I know it doesn’t matter which order the things are
counted in

b

I know that it doesn’t matter if the things are moved
around, it is still the same number (conservation)

I know ‘how many’ means to
count and I can answer ‘How
many?’
a

to 2

b

to 3 (DA 3 years)

c

to 4

d

to 5

e

to 10 (DA 4 years)

f

to 20

I can use numerals
a

b

c

d

e

I can recognise numerals:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can match numerals in everyday situations:
i

class numbers

ii

bus numbers

iii

house numbers

I can match numerals to groups of things:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can write numerals:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can count a group of things and write the correct
numeral:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)
(Continued)
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

101
(Continued)

Experiential

f

9

10

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can put numerals in the right order:
i

to 2

ii

to 3 (DA 3 years)

iii

to 4

iv

to 5

v

to 10 (DA 4 years)

vi

to 20

I can understand and use
ordinal vocabulary
a

first (DA 4 years)

b

last (DA 4 years)

c

second

d

third

e

fourth, fifth

f

sixth–tenth

I can continue a number-step
pattern
a

in 2s

b

in 10s

c

in 5s
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Understanding
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Applying
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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M3
Number, money and measure – Number and number processes including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and negative numbers
MNU 0-03a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can make larger sets by
combining smaller sets in
practical contexts

2

I can add by counting on
a

b

c

d

e

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can find 1 more than a number:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

iv

to 15

v

to 20

I can add by counting all the objects in 2 sets:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10 (DA 4–5
years)

iv

to 15

v

to 20

I can add by counting on from the first set:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

iv

to 15

v

to 20

I can add objects in hidden sets to objects in a
perceived set:
i

by figurative counting (counting imaginary
objects or taps from 1)

ii

by counting on from the number in the
hidden set

I can add by counting on, on a numberline:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

iv

to 15

v

to 20

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

I use practical materials and can ‘count on and back’ to help me to understand addition and subtraction, recording my ideas and solutions in different ways.
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(Continued)

Experiential

f

3

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can add by counting on, using my fingers:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

iv

to 15

v

to 20

I can add mentally
a

to 3

b

to 5

c

to 10

d

to 15

e

to 20

I can take away by
counting back
a

b

c

d

I can find 1 less than a number:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

iv

to 15

v

to 20

I can count how many are left when some objects
are taken away from a set:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

iv

to 15

v

to 20

I can take away by counting back on a numberline:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

iv

to 15

v

to 20

I can take away using my fingers:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

(Continued)
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Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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(Continued)

Experiential

5

6

iv

to 15

v

to 20

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can take away mentally
a

to 3

b

to 5

c

to 10

d

to 15

e

to 20

I can work out missing
numbers – e.g. 6 + x = 10
(missing number 4)
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Understanding
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Applying
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Encountering
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Part

Contextual
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M4
Number, money and measure – Fractions, decimal fractions and percentages including ratio and proportion
MNU 0-07a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can give a number of things
each to all my friends
a

1 thing

b

2 things

c

3 things

I can share out a set of things
between my friends
a

2 people

b

3 people

c

more

3

I can cut something into
smaller bits

4

I can cut something in half

5

I can fill something half full

6

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

a

bottle

b

box

I can share out drinks
a

2 people

b

3 people

c

more

7

I can cut something into
quarters

8

I can colour fractions of a shape
a

half

b

quarter

c

third
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

I can share out a group of items by making smaller groups and can split a whole object into smaller parts.
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M5
Number, money and measure – Money
MNU 0-09a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

3

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can exchange a coin for
something
a

I can play simple shop games

b

I can make an exchange for something I want

c

I have handled and played with money:

d

2

Noticing
(P1ii)

i

1ps

ii

mixed

I know what money is and can pay for something in
a shop

I can identify coins
a

I know that coins are different and have different names

b

I can match real coins to pictures of coins

c

I can sort coins

d

I can recognise coins and can pick up a named coin
from a set of coins:
i

1p

ii

2p

iii

5p

iv

10p

v

20p

vi

50p

vii

£1

viii

£2

I can use money to buy things
a

I can count sets of 1ps:
i

to 5

ii

to 10

iii
b

to 20

I can read prices:
i

to 5p

ii

to 10p

iii

to 20p

iv

to £1

v

to £5

vi

to £10

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

I am developing my awareness of how money is used and can recognise and use a range of coins.
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(Continued)

Experiential
Part
c

d

4

i

to 5p

ii

to 10p

iii

to 20p

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can use £1s to buy things:
i

to £5

ii

to £10

I know that 2p is the same as 2 1ps

f

I can use 1ps and 2ps to buy things:
i

to 5p

ii

to 10p

iii

to 20p

g

I know that 10p is the same as 10 1ps

h

I can use 10ps and 1ps to buy things:

j

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

I can use 1ps to buy things:

e

i

Noticing
(P1ii)

i

to 20p

ii

to 50p

iii

to £1

I can understand and use coins to £2:
  i

1p

ii

2p

iii

5p

iv

10p

v

20p

vi

50p

vii

£1

viii

£2

I can make amounts of money with different coins (e.g.
£2.51 – not adding)

I understand about change
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Understanding
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Applying
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Encountering
(P1i)
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M6
Number, money and measure – Time
MNU 0-10a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can use a timetable
a

I can show some anticipation of an activity in familiar
situations

b

I understand the sign ‘time for’

c

I understand and respond to
simple routines I know

d

I understand and can use the
sign ‘finished’

e

I can understand and use … for activities
i

objects of reference

ii

photos

iii

symbols

iv

text

f

I can match familiar timetable
symbols

g

I know what to do next from a simple
timetable strip

h

I can take a symbol down from a timetable
when I have done the work

i

I can manage my time using
a symbol timetable

j

I can follow a dressing
timetable

k

I can follow a visual schedule

2

I can understand and use fast
and slow

3

I can understand and use key
times of the day

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

a

I understand day and night

b

I can sort things that happen in
the day and in the night

c

I understand morning and afternoon
(DA 4 years)

d

I can point to morning and afternoon
activities on a timetable

I can understand and use a
calendar
a

I can find the right symbol/word for
the days of the week

b

I know the days of the week
(DA 4–5 years)

c

I can order the days of the
week

d

I can find the right symbol/word
for the months of the year

e

I can put up the date in circle
(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

I am aware of how routines and events in my world link with times and seasons, and have explored ways to record and display these using clocks,
calendars and other methods.
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(Continued)

Experiential
Part

5

6

f

I can cross off dates on a calendar

g

I can show what I did yesterday

h

I can show what I will do tomorrow

8

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can use a timer to complete
a task
a

sand timer

b

digital timer

I have explored the 4 seasons
a

7

Noticing
(P1ii)

I know what the weather/leaves/clothes we have in each
season

I understand birthdays
a

I know how old I am

b

I understand everyone has a birthday each year and they
are 1 year older

I can read a clock
a

I know that clocks and watches tell the time

b

I can match the clock face to the timetable

c

I understand the hands on a clock:

d

e

f

g

i

big hand for minutes

ii

small hand for hours

I can tell the time on the hour:
i

teaching clock

ii

digital clock (12 hours)

iii

standard clock

I can tell the time on the half hour:
i

teaching clock

ii

digital clock (12 hours)

iii

standard clock

I can tell the time using hours and minutes:
i

teaching clock

ii

digital clock (12 hours)

iii

standard clock

I can tell the time using to and past:
i

teaching clock

ii

digital clock (12 hours)

iii

standard clock
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)
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M7
Number, money and measure – Measurement
MNU 0-11a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

a

length

b

weight

c

capacity

Participating
(P3i)

Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can show a long/tall thing or a short object:
i

long

ii

tall

iii

short

I can understand and
use full and empty

b

I can show a full container or an empty
container:
i

full

ii

empty

I can fill a container. I can empty a container:
i

full

ii

empty

I can understand and
use heavy and light
a

5

Engaging
(P2ii)

I can understand and
use long, tall and
short

a

4

Responding
(P2i)

Generalised

I can explore differentsized objects in a
variety of contexts

a

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

I can show that something is heavy or light:
i

heavy

ii

light

I can compare 2 things
a

b

I can compare 2 things and show which one is
longer, taller or shorter (DA 4–5 years):
i

longer

ii

taller

iii

shorter

I can compare 2 containers with different
amounts of water/sand/rice in and show
which one has more or less water/sand/rice:
i

more

ii

less

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

I have experimented with everyday items as units of measure to investigate and compare sizes and amounts in my environment, sharing my findings with others.
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(Continued)

Experiential
Part
c

6

7

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can compare 2 things and show which one is
heavier or lighter (using my hands):
i

heavier

ii

lighter

I can match 1:1 for:
a

length (e.g. same length of pieces of string)

b

capacity (e.g. same amount of water in a cup)

I can put things in
order
a

b

c

d

I can put things in order of size:
i

3 things

ii

4 things

iii

5 things

I can put things in order of length:
i

3 things

ii

4 things

iii

5 things

I can put things in order of weight:
i

3 things

ii

4 things

iii

5 things

I can put things in order of how much they hold:
i

3 things

ii

4 things

iii

5 things

8

I can use a pre-marked
scale (dot at the
correct weight)

9

I can count out
spoonfuls and cupfuls
in cooking

10

I can use non-standard
measurement
a

b

c

I can measure how long or tall something is
using bricks, hands or jumps:
i

bricks

ii

hands

iii

jumps

I can measure how much something holds
using cups or spoons:
i

cups

ii

spoons

I can balance scales

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

112
(Continued)

Experiential
Part
d

11

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can measure how heavy something is by using
bricks or beads:
i

bricks

ii

beads

I can compare
using non-standard
measurement
a

b

c

I can compare how long or tall things are by
using bricks, matchsticks or jumps:
i

bricks

ii

matchsticks

iii

jumps

I can compare the size of ‘bottles’ by using
cups or spoons:
i

cups

ii

spoons

I can compare how heavy things are by using
bricks or beads:
i

bricks

ii

beads
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)
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M8
Number, money and measure – Patterns and relationships
MTH 0-13a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

a

I can stack rings on pegs

b

I can nest a set of cups:

Participating
(P3i)

Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

I can build up a tower with different-sized cups
in order:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

I can match patterns, e.g. button pictures:
i

to 3

ii

to 5

iii

to 10

I can copy a pattern (DA
4–5 years)
a

b

4

Engaging
(P2ii)

I can match a pattern
a

3

Responding
(P2i)

Generalised

I can order by size

c

2

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

I can copy a pattern of beads/bricks/toys:
i

shape

ii

colour

iii

shape and colour

iv

2 steps

v

3 steps

vi

4 steps

I can copy a pattern of beads/bricks/toys/stamps/
shapes/colouring in/mosaic shapes:
i

2 steps

ii

3 steps

iii

4 steps

c

I can copy patterns in art

d

I can copy rhythmic patterns:
i

clapping

ii

drumming

iii

shaking

e

I can follow dance routines

f

I can follow PE routines

I can continue a pattern
a

I can continue a pattern on the computer

b

I can continue a pattern of beads/bricks/toys:
i

shape

ii

colour

iii

shape and colour

iv

2 steps
(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

I have spotted and explored patterns in my own and the wider environment and can copy and continue these and create my own patterns.
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(Continued)

Experiential

c

5

v

3 steps

vi

4 steps

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can continue a pattern of beads/bricks/toys/
stamps/ shapes/colouring in/mosaic shapes:
i

2 steps

ii

3 steps

iii

4 steps

I can create a pattern
a

I can create my own pattern of beads/
bricks/toys/stamps/shapes/colouring
in/mosaic shapes:
i

2 steps

ii

3 steps

iii

4 steps

b

I can create my own patterns in art

c

I can create my own rhythmic patterns:
i

clapping

ii

drumming

iii

shaking

d

I can make my own dance

e

I can make my own PE routine
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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M9
Shape, position and movement – Properties of 2D shapes and 3D objects
MTH 0-16a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can explore heuristic play
boxes

2

I can use shape to solve a
problem
a

b

c

d

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can complete a form board/inset puzzle:
i

1 piece

ii

2 piece

iii

3–5 piece

iv

6–10 piece

v

more

I can use a posting box:
i

1 piece

ii

2 piece

iii

3–5 piece

iv

6–10 piece

v

more

I can do a jigsaw on the big-screen computer:
i

4 pieces

ii

9 pieces

iii

16 pieces

I can do a jigsaw:
i

2 piece

ii

4–6 piece (DA
4–5 years)

iii

9–16 piece

iv

more

I can name and use flat
shapes
a

b

c

d

I can make pictures with flat shapes (cut out shapes):
i

2 piece

ii

to 6 piece

iii

to 20 piece

iv

more

I can copy pictures with flat shapes (cut out shapes):
i

2 piece

ii

to 6 piece

iii

to 20 piece

iv

more

I can copy flat shapes:
i

with my finger

ii

using a pencil

I can draw around and colour in flat shapes:
i

circle

ii

triangle
(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

I enjoy investigating objects and shapes and can sort, describe and be creative with them.
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(Continued)

Experiential

e

f

4

iii

square

iv

rectangle

v

star

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can sort flat shapes:
i

circle

ii

triangle

iii

square

iv

rectangle

v

star

I can identify and name flat shapes:
i

circle

ii

triangle

iii

square

iv

rectangle

v

star

I can name and use solid
shapes
a

b

c

I can play and build with solid shapes:
i

bricks

ii

boxes

iii

junk-modelling

I can sort solid shapes:
i

cube

ii

cuboid

iii

cylinder

iv

sphere

v

pyramid

I can identify and name solid shapes:
i

cube

ii

cuboid

iii

cylinder

iv

sphere

v

pyramid

5

I can draw around the faces
of solid shapes and match
the shape to a flat shape

6

I can use attributes of
shape
a

I can play shape lotto

b

I can play shape dominoes

c

I can count the corners of shapes

d

I can count the edges of shapes

e

I can recognise straight lines and curvy lines on flat
shapes

f

I can recognise straight edges and curvy edges on
solid shapes

g

I can recognise flat faces and curvy faces on solid
shapes
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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M10
Shape, position and movement – Angle, symmetry and transformation
MTH 0-17a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

I can follow something moving
with my eyes

2

I can find

3

a

I can find someone in a room

b

I can find an object on a table

c

I can find an object that has been hidden

d

I can play a simple game of hide-and-seek. I can play
follow-my-leader (with a rope and without):

5

6

i

hide-and-seek

ii

follow – rope

iii

follow – leader

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can follow directions
a

I can walk/run forwards

b

I can stop when I am asked to

c

I can go backwards

d

I can go ‘this way’ and ‘that way’ (follow simple
instructions)

e

I can go where I am asked to go:

f
4

Noticing
(P1ii)

i

1 movement

ii

2 movements

iii

3 movements

I can turn left and right

I can use and understand ‘in’
a

I can move my body to go in …

b

I can put something in …

c

I can describe something that is in … (DA 4–5 years)

d

I can tell my friends to go in …

e

I can tell my friends to put something in …

I can use and understand ‘on’
a

I can move my body to go on …

b

I can put something on …

c

I can describe something that is on … (DA 4–5 years)

d

I can tell my friends to get on …

e

I can tell my friends to put something on …

I can use and understand
‘in front’
a

I can move my body to go in front …

b

I can put something in front …

c

I can describe something that is in front … (DA 4–5
years)

d

I can tell my friends to go in front …

e

I can tell my friends to put something in front …
(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

In movement, games and using technology, I can use simple directions and describe positions.
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(Continued)

Experiential

7

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can use and understand
‘behind’

8

9

10

11

12

13

a

I can move my body to go behind ...

b

I can put something behind …

c

I can describe something that is behind … (DA 4–5
years)

d

I can tell my friends to go behind …

e

I can tell my friends to put something
behind …

I can use and understand
‘under’
a

I can move my body to go under …

b

I can put something under …

c

I can describe something that is under … (DA 4–5
years)

d

I can tell my friends to go under …

e

I can tell my friends to put something under …

I can use and understand
‘over’
a

I can move my body to go over ...

b

I can put something over …

c

I can describe something that is over … (DA 4–5 years)

d

I can tell my friends to go over …

e

I can tell my friends to put something over …

I can use and understand
‘through’
a

I can move my body to go through …

b

I can put something through …

c

I can describe something that is through … (DA
4–5 years)

d

I can tell my friends to go through …

e

I can tell my friends to put something through …

I can use and understand
‘between’
a

I can move my body to go between …

b

I can put something between …

c

I can describe something that is between … (DA
4–5 years)

d

I can tell my friends to go between …

e

I can tell my friends to put
something between …

I can use and understand ‘up’
a

I can move my body to go up …

b

I can put something up …

c

I can describe something that is up … (DA 4–5 years)

d

I can tell my friends to go up …

e

I can tell my friends to put something up …

I can use and understand
‘down’
a

I can move my body to go down …

b

I can put something down …

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

119
(Continued)

Experiential

14

c

I can describe something that is down … (DA 4–5
years)

d

I can tell my friends to go down …

e

I can tell my friends to put something down …

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can move things using
technology
a

I understand that I can make a remote control toy go

b

I can make a remote control toy go forwards and
turn around:
i

forwards

ii

turn

c

I can move things on a touch-screen computer

d

I can move things on a computer using a mouse/
arrows/etc.:
i

mouse

ii

arrows
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual
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M11
Shape, position and movement – Angle, symmetry and transformation
MTH 0-19a

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can make symmetrical
patterns
a

using paint

b

using collage

c

using stamps
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

I have had fun creating a range of symmetrical pictures and patterns using a range of media.
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M12
Information handling – Data and analysis
MNU 0-20a

C7
For questioning, see Communication and Literacy

ABC

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can collect things
a

I can find things in the classroom, playground
or out on trips

b

I can collect sets of things, e.g. shells, sticks

c

I can collect sets of, e.g. wooden things, shiny
things

d

I can collect sets of, e.g. things longer than a
pencil, things that sink

I can show my
collections
a

I can display my collection

b

I can show everyone my sorting using rings
(DA 4–5 years):

c

3

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual

i

objects

ii

symbols

I can show everyone my sorting using boxes (DA
4–5 years):
i

objects

ii

symbols

I can organise my
collections in different
ways
a

I can use a grid to show everyone …

b

I can use a tick list to find out …

c

I can make a bar chart (DA 4–5 years):
i

objects

ii

photos

iii

symbols
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

I can collect objects and ask questions to gather information, organising and displaying my findings in different ways.
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M13
Information handling – Data and analysis
MNU 0-20b, MNU 0-20c
I can use the signs and charts around me for information, helping me plan and make choices and decisions in my daily life.

C6
ABC

Finding, organising and using information – when listening to, watching and talking, reading and using fiction and non-fiction texts with increasingly complex
ideas, structures and specialist vocabulary
LIT 0-04a Listening and talking, LIT 0-14a Reading
I listen or watch for useful or interesting information and I use this to make choices or learn new things.
I use signs, books or other texts to find useful or interesting information and I use this to plan, make choices or learn new things.

H14



Health and Wellbeing – Planning for choices and changes
HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

Experiential
Encountering
(P1i)

Part
1

2

3

4

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can understand object
permanence
a

I can follow a familiar object or person, by eye tracking
until it/the person moves out of my field of vision

b

I can sustain visual attention to a familiar object or
person

c

I can watch an object which I have deliberately
dropped or thrown

d

I can explore the location of an object that has been
hidden/disappeared

e

I can remember and anticipate the routine of looking
for a hidden object

I can look at/watch different
interesting activities in various
situations in and out of school
a

I can look at pictures of things I find interesting

b

I can look at films of things I find interesting

c

I can take photos of these different things

d

I can share photos of new interesting things/
activities

e

I can share interesting things on the computer

f

I can look at photos/information on school notice
boards

I can find out interesting
information
a

I can use books to look for interesting information

b

I can use a computer to look for interesting information

c

I can use the library to look for interesting information

I can match
a

I can match objects that are the same

b

I can match photos that are the same

c

I can match symbols that are the same

d

I can match photos to objects/places

e

I can match symbols to objects/places

f

I can match photos to symbols

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

I can match objects, and sort using my own and others’ criteria, sharing my ideas with others.
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(Continued)

Experiential

5

b

c

7

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Communicating
(P3ii)

Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

I can label an object:
i

by symbol

ii

by sign

iii

by word

iv

by text

I can label a photo:
i

by symbol

ii

by sign

iii

by word

iv

by text

I can label a symbol:
i

by sign

ii

by word

iii

by text

I can identify
a

I can identify an object by spoken/signed name from
an adult

b

I can identify a photo by spoken/signed name from
an adult

c

I can identify a symbol by spoken/signed name from
an adult

I can use a timetable
a

I can understand the object of reference for my
timetable

b

I can use a symbol timetable

8

I can make a shopping list from
a simple recipe

9

I can follow a simple symbolsupported recipe

10

Responding
(P2i)

I can label
a

6

Noticing
(P1ii)

Generalised

I can categorise/sort
a

I can sort by colour

b

I can sort things as part of tidying up, e.g. cutlery
in trays

c

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute with
objects (balls, cars)

d

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute
(major) pictures/symbols, e.g. transport/animals into
boxes/set rings

e

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute
(major) pictures/symbols onto category boards

f

I can categorise/sort for one difference/attribute
(more subtle) pictures/symbols, e.g. winter/summer
clothing

g

I can categorise/sort for two differences/attributes
(major) pictures/symbols

h

I can categorise/sort for two differences/attributes
(more subtle) pictures/symbols

i

I can identify objects that go together (e.g. cup and
saucer)

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

124
(Continued)

Experiential

11

12

j

I can identify pictures that go together

k

I can show what attributes are the same about my
sets

Noticing
(P1ii)

Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

I can use charts
a

I can look at tick lists and say what is more

b

I can look at bar charts and say what is more/the most

I can understand a simple social
story
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Mathematics and Numeracy

Encountering
(P1i)

Part

Contextual

125

Appendix 2: Maths vocabulary
I can understand:
word

sign

symbol

text

photo

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

more
less
big
bigger
biggest
small
smaller
smallest
count
how many
the same
sort
different
numbers to 3
numbers to 5
numbers to 10
numbers to 20
first
second
third
last
add
take away
all
equals
share
half
quarter
heavy
heavier
heaviest
light
lighter
lightest
weigh
scales
(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

Word

I can use:

126
(Continued)

I can understand:
word

sign

symbol

text

photo

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

text

photo

balances
long
longer
longest

I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

shorter
shortest
tall
taller
tallest
full
empty
half full
fill
shape
circle
square
triangle
rectangle
star
cube
cuboid
cylinder
sphere
pyramid
edge
corner
flat
straight
curvy
face
time for
finished
next
fast
slow

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

Word

I can use:

127
(Continued)

I can understand:
word

sign

symbol

text

photo

word

sign

symbol

text

photo

text

photo

day
night
morning
afternoon
days of the week
months
seasons
yesterday
tomorrow

I can understand:
Word

word

sign

symbol

I can use:
text

photo

word

sign

symbol

birthday
how old are you
in front
behind
under
over
through
between
up
down
forwards
backwards
turn around
left
right
money
1p
2p
5p
10p
20p
50p
£1
£2
£5
£10

(Continued)
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Mathematics and Numeracy

Word

I can use:

128
(Continued)

I can understand:
word

sign

symbol

text

photo

word

sign

£20
buy
pay
how much
costs
change
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symbol

text

photo

Mathematics and Numeracy

Word

I can use:

A Guide for Zones
of Proximal
Development
(Vygotsky)
Relevance of developmental levels for children with severe
learning disabilities (SLD)
Much research suggests that children and young people with learning disabilities show the same
sequence of development as those without disabilities, but that development for children with
learning disabilities is characterised by regression and oscillation. Children and young people may
indicate one level of reasoning in relation to a task, yet, when completing the task at a later date,
perform at a lower level. Additionally, children and young people with SLD will show different
levels of ability in response to different tasks or materials; they have a spiky profile. Children and
young people with SLD can be slow to develop associations between actions and results (cause
and effect). They need a lot of repetition, and even then frequently have difficulties remembering and
retaining information.
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) also implies particular difficulties with socialisation and communication. These difficulties further impinge on emotional development and concept formation.
Recent research indicates that people with SLD and autism can remember how to engage in activities using their procedural memory, but have problems with their semantic memory, where
language and language-based concepts are remembered. This can be a contributory factor to a
restricted vocabulary. These issues also impact on generalisation.

Implications for teaching and learning
All children progress through a series of developmental ‘phases’. The different phases in Learning
Tracks can be categorised into:
• Experiential phase – learning prior to the development of mental representations (pre-symbolic
and pre-language).
• Contextual phase – learning at an early symbolic stage supported by familiar contexts and
prompting.
• Generalised phase – learning using language and learnt concepts across a range of contexts.
For pupils with SLD (and ASD), learning is strongly related to procedural memory – learning is
through ‘doing’ via structured, repeated activities and active participation. Experiential learning is of
major importance.
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Learning development and progress
Educational progress is relative to more than one set of criteria. For pupils with SLD, progress is
not always about ‘climbing a ladder of developmental skills’ (Lacey and Ouvry, 1998). In working
with these children and young people, lateral progress (breadth of experience and application of
skills) in addition to vertical progress should be considered.
This may include their ability to:
• Understand, interact with and control the environment – anticipate what is coming next in a
familiar situation, make choices, show interest in a social activity.
• Develop and extend existing skills – use a skill consistently, in an unfamiliar situation,
spontaneously.
• Retain or reactivate skills – re-establish the use of a skill if regression has occurred and remember a skill after a lapse.
• Accept reduced support in completing a task.

How to use the developmental charts
The following tables outline typical developmental progression across several domains:
experiential learning
contextual learning
generalised learning
Before starting to use Learning Tracks with a child, we highly recommend marking up the developmental charts. This will give a fair indication of the level at which the child is functioning.
Simply place a dot in the colour of the year you are using, next to every statement that you have
observed the child demonstrating on more three occasions. This should only be done once you
know the child and it should be quick to fill in as they must be things you absolutely know.

References
Lacey, P. and Ouvray, C. (eds) (1998) People with Profound and Multiple Learning Disabilities: A Collaborative Approach
to Meeting Complex Needs. London: Andrew Fulton Publishers.
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Turns head in response to
sounds and sights.

0–11
months

Uses voice, gesture,
eye contact and
facial expression to
make contact with
people and keep
their attention.

Recognises and is most
responsive to main carer’s
voice: face brightens,
activity increases when
familiar carer appears.

Responds when talked
to – for example, moves
arms and legs, changes
facial expression, moves
body and makes mouth
movements.

Listens to familiar sounds,
words or finger plays.

Listens to, distinguishes and Makes own sounds
responds to intonations and in response when
sounds of voices.
talked to by familiar
adults.
Reacts in interaction with
others by smiling, looking
Lifts arms in
and moving.
anticipation of
being picked up.
Quietens or alerts to the
sound of speech.
Practises and
gradually develops
Looks intently at a
speech sounds
person talking, but stops
(babbling) to
responding if speaker turns communicate with
away.
adults.

Communicates
needs and feelings
in a variety of ways,
including crying,
Stops and looks when hears gurgling, babbling
own name.
and squealing.

Turns towards a familiar
sound, then locates range
of sounds with accuracy.

Starts to understand
Likes cuddles and being
contextual clues – e.g.
held: calms, snuggles in,
familiar gestures, words
smiles, gazes at carer’s face and sounds.
or strokes carer’s skin.
Fleeting attention – not
under child’s control,
new stimuli takes whole
attention.

Reacts emotionally
to other people’s
emotions – e.g.
smiles when smiled
at and becomes
Responds to what carer is
distressed if hears
paying attention to – e.g.
another child crying. following their gaze.

Shows a range of
emotions such as
pleasure, fear and
excitement.

Calms from being
upset when held,
rocked, spoken
or sung to with
soothing voice.

Gazes at faces and copies
facial movements – e.g.
sticking out tongue,
opening mouth and
widening eyes.

Enjoys the company of
others and seeks contact
with others from birth.
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Explores objects with
mouth, often picking up an
object and holding it to the
mouth.

Reaches out for, touches
and begins to hold objects.

Anticipates food routines
with interest.

Expresses discomfort,
hunger or thirst.

Makes movements with
arms and legs which
gradually become more
controlled.

Gradually develops ability
to hold up own head.

Is comforted by
touch and people’s
faces and voices.
Seeks physical and
emotional comfort
by snuggling into
trusted adults.

Listening and
understanding

Self-confidence and Managing feelings
self-awareness
and behaviour
Making relationships
Use of language

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Laughs and
gurgles – e.g.
shows pleasure
Responds to and thrives
at being tickled
on warm, sensitive physical and other physical
contact and care.
interactions.

Physical Development
and Self-care

DA

Experiential learning

Enjoys looking
at books and
other printed
material with
familiar people.

Literacy
development

Learning

(Continued)

Repeats actions that have
an effect – e.g. kicking
or hitting a mobile or
shaking a rattle.

Smiles with pleasure at
recognisable playthings.

Looks around a room
with interest; visually
scans environment for
novel, interesting objects
and events.

Reacts with abrupt
change when a face
or object suddenly
disappears from view.

Moves eyes, then head,
to follow moving objects.

Notices changes in
number of objects/
images or sounds in
group of up to three.

Concept development

Uses pointing with
eye gaze to make
requests, and to
share an interest.
(joint attention).

Learns that own
voice and actions
have effects on
others.

Starts to communicate
urination, bowel movement.

Enjoys the sensory
experience of making marks
in damp sand, paste or paint.

Can actively cooperate
with nappy-changing.

Picks up small objects
between thumb and fingers.

Holds an object in each
hand and brings them
together in the middle.

Passes toys from one hand
to the other.

Grasps finger-foods and
brings them to mouth.

Engages other
person to help
achieve a goal – e.g.
Attempts to use spoon: can to get an object out
guide towards mouth but
of reach.
food often falls off.

Holds own bottle or cup.

Crawls, bottom-shuffles or
rolls continuously to move
around.

Opens mouth for spoon.

Pulls to standing, holding
onto furniture or person
for support.

Beginning to
understand ‘yes’,
‘no’ and some
boundaries.

Cooperates
with caregiving
experiences – e.g.
dressing.

Growing ability to
soothe themselves,
and may like to use
a comfort object.

Uses familiar adult
to share feelings
such as excitement
or pleasure, and
for ‘emotional
refuelling’ when
feeling tired,
stressed or
frustrated.

Shows interest in the
activities of others and
responds differently to
children and adults – e.g.
may be more interested
in watching children than
adults or may pay more
attention when children
talk to them.

Interacts with others and
explores new situations
when supported by
familiar person.

Is wary of unfamiliar
people.

Builds relationships with
special people.

Seeks to gain attention
in a variety of ways,
drawing others into social
interaction.

Listening and
understanding

Self-confidence and Managing feelings
self-awareness
and behaviour
Making relationships

Understanding of single
words in context is
developing.

Responds to the different
things said when in a
familiar context with a
special person.

Developing the ability
to follow others’ body
language, including
pointing and gesture.

Pays attention to dominant
stimulus – easily distracted
by noises or other people
talking.

Concentrates intently on
an object or activity of own
choosing for short periods.

Uses single words.

Has a strong exploratory
impulse.

Creates personal
words as they
begin to develop
language.

Uses pointing with
eye gaze to make
requests and to
share an interest.

Enjoys babbling
and increasingly
experiments with
using sounds
and words to
communicate.

Frequently imitates
words and sounds.

Uses sounds in
play – e.g. ‘brrrm’
for toy car.

Moves whole body to
sounds they enjoy, such as
music or a regular beat.

Use of language

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Sits unsupported on the floor. Enjoys finding own
nose, eyes or tummy
When sitting, can lean
as part of naming
forward to pick up small toys. games.

Physical Development
and Self-care
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8–20
months

DA

(Continued)

Holds pen or
crayon using
a whole-hand
(palmar) grasp
and makes
random marks
with different
strokes.

Handles books
and printed
material with
interest.

Literacy
development

Learning

Knows things are used in
different ways – e.g. a ball
for rolling or throwing, a
toy car for pushing.

Gets to know and enjoy
daily routines, such
as getting-up time,
mealtimes, nappy-time
and bedtime.

Becomes absorbed in
combining objects – e.g.
banging two objects
or placing objects into
containers.

Looks for dropped objects.

Watches toy being hidden
and tries to find it.

Has some understanding
that things exist, even
when out of sight.

Recognises big things
and small things in
meaningful contexts.

Explores and experiments
with a range of media
through sensory
exploration and using
whole body.

Develops an awareness
of number names
through their enjoyment
of action rhymes and
songs that relate to their
experience of numbers.

Concept development

Shows a desire to
help with dressing/
undressing and
hygiene routines.

Shows awareness
of what a potty or
toilet is used for.

Shows some
awareness of
bladder and bowel
urges.

Clearly
communicates wet
or soiled nappy or
pants.

Holds cup with
both hands and
drinks without
much spilling.

Willing to try new
food textures and
tastes.

Develops own likes
and dislikes in food
and drink.

Demonstrates
sense of self as
an individual –
e.g. wants
to do things
independently,
says ‘no’ to
adult.

Gradually able
to engage in
pretend play
with toys
(supports child
to understand
their own
thinking may be
different from
others).

Explores new
toys and
environments,
but ‘checks in’
regularly with
familiar adult
as and when
needed.

Begins to learn that
some things are
theirs, some things
are shared and some
things belong to
other people.

Responds to a
few appropriate
boundaries with
encouragement and
support.

Growing sense
of will and
determination may
result in feelings
of anger and
frustration which are
difficult to handle –
e.g. may have
tantrums.

Is aware of others’
feelings – e.g. looks
concerned if hears
crying or looks
excited if hears a
familiar happy voice.

Shows interest in toys
with buttons, flaps and
simple mechanisms and
beginning to learn to
operate them.

Pretends that one object
represents another,
especially when objects
have characteristics in
common.

Plays cooperatively with
a familiar adult – e.g.
rolling a ball back
and forth.

Uses a familiar adult as a
secure base from which
to explore independently
in new environments –
e.g. ventures away to
play and interact with
others, but returns for a
cuddle or reassurance if
becomes anxious.

Plays alongside others
(parallel play).

Rigid attention – may
appear not to hear.

Can understand simple
questions: ‘What is
that?’ ‘What is …
doing?’

Can follow basic
directions.

Understands simple
sentences – e.g. ‘throw
the ball’.

Selects familiar objects
by name and will go and
find objects when asked,
or identify objects from
a group.

Enjoys rhymes and
demonstrates listening
by trying to join in with
actions or vocalisations.

Listens to and enjoys
rhythmic patterns in
rhymes and stories.

150–300 words.

Beginning to talk
about people and
things that are not
present.

Beginning to ask
simple questions.

Uses different types
of everyday words
(nouns, verbs and
adjectives, e.g.
‘banana’, ‘go’,
‘sleep’, ‘hot’).

Accurately names
a few familiar
objects.

Beginning to put
two words together
(e.g. ‘want ball’,
‘more juice’).

Copies familiar
expressions – e.g.
‘Oh dear,’ ‘All
gone.’

Use of language

Listening and
understanding

Making relationships
and play

Selfconfidence
and selfawareness
Managing feelings
and behaviour

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
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16–26
months

DA

Physical
Development
and Self-care

Contextual learning

Can scribble.

May look at
books on their
own.

Enjoys pictures
and stories about
themselves, their
families and other
people.

Can share a
book, pointing at
pictures.

Interested in
books and
rhymes, and may
have favourites.

Literacy
development

Learning

(Continued)

Matches parts of objects that fit together –
e.g. puts lid on a teapot.

Enjoys filling and emptying containers.

Says some counting words randomly.

Remembers where objects belong.

Uses blocks to create their own simple
structures and arrangements.

Can use a shape sorter.

Beginning to organise and categorise
objects – e.g. putting all the teddy bears
together, or teddies and cars in separate
piles.

Explores objects by linking together
different approaches: shaking, hitting,
looking, feeling, tasting, mouthing, pulling,
turning and poking.

Attempts, sometimes successfully, to fit
shapes into spaces on inset boards or
jigsaw puzzles.

Knows that things exist, even when out of
sight.

Concept development

Co-operates
in adult-led
activities.
Shows
understanding and
co-operates with
some boundaries
and routines.

Tries to help or
give comfort
when others are
distressed.

Aware that some
actions can hurt or
harm others.

Responds to the
feelings and wishes
of others.

Can express their
own feelings such
as sad, happy, cross,
scared, worried.

Seeks comfort from
familiar adults when
needed.

Beginning to makebelieve by pretending.

Enjoys playing with
small-world models such
as a farm, a garage or a
train track.

In pretend play, imitates
everyday actions and
events from own family
and cultural
background – e.g.
making and drinking
tea.

May form a special
friendship with another
child.

Shows affection and
concern for people who
are special to them.

Seeks out others to
share experiences.

Interested in others’ play
and starting to join in.

Understands ‘who?’,
‘what?’, ‘where?’ in
simple questions – e.g.
‘Who’s that/can?’
‘What’s that?’ ‘Where
is?)’

Understands more
complex sentences – e.g.
‘Put your toys
away and then we’ll
read a book.’

Recognises and responds
to many familiar
sounds – e.g. turning
to a knock on the door,
looking at or going to
the door.

Identifies action words
by pointing to the right
picture –
e.g. ‘Who’s jumping?’

Listens with interest
to the noises adults
make when they read
stories.
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Clearly
communicates their
need for potty or
toilet.

Drinks well without
spilling.

Feeds self
competently with
spoon.

Can say name,
age and gender.

Shows control
in holding and
using jugs to pour,
hammers,
books and markmaking tools.

Accepts simple
rules.

Knows like and
dislike.

Separates from
main carer with
support and
encouragement
from a familiar
adult.

Can kick a large
ball.

22–36
months

Uses a variety of
questions – e.g.
‘what?’, ‘where?’,
‘who?’.

Recognises and
identifies almost all
common objects.

Uses gestures,
sometimes with
limited talk – e.g.
reaches towards
toy, saying, ‘I have
it.’

Learns new words
very rapidly and is
able to use them in
communicating.

Holds a
conversation,
jumping from topic
to topic.

Uses language as a
powerful means of
widening contacts,
sharing feelings,
experiences and
thoughts.

Use of language

Listening and
understanding

Making relationships
and play

Selfconfidence
and selfawareness
Managing feelings
and behaviour

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Expresses own
preferences and
interests.

Runs safely on
whole foot.

DA

Climbs confidently
and is beginning
to pull him-/herself
up on
nursery play
climbing
equipment.

Physical
Development
and Self-care

(Continued)

Beginning to
use three fingers
(tripod grip) to
hold writing
tools.

Turns pages in a
book, sometimes
several at once.

Distinguishes
between the
different marks
they make.

Fills in the missing
word or phrase in
a known rhyme,
story or game –
e.g. ‘Humpty
Dumpty sat on
a …’

Repeats words
or phrases from
familiar stories.

Has some
favourite stories,
rhymes, songs,
poems or jingles.

Literacy
development

Learning

(Continued)

Operates mechanical toys – e.g. turns the
knob on a wind-up toy or pulls back on a
friction car.

Anticipates specific time-based events such
as mealtimes or home time.

Understands some talk about immediate
past and future, e.g. ‘before’, ‘later’ or
‘soon’.

Uses some language of quantities, such as
‘more’ and ‘a lot’.

Begins to make comparisons between
quantities.

Creates and experiments with symbols and
marks representing ideas of number.

Beginning to categorise objects according
to properties such as shape or size.

Recites some number names in sequence.

Selects a small number of objects from a
group when asked.

Understands simple cause and effect.

Beginning to understand that things might
happen ‘now’.

Concept development

Beginning to be
independent in
self-care, but still
often needs adult
support.

Helps with
clothing – e.g.
puts on hat,
unzips zipper on
jacket, takes off
unbuttoned shirt.

Beginning to
recognise danger
and seeks support
of significant adults
for help.

Physical
Development
and Self-care

Growing ability to
distract self when
upset – e.g. by
engaging in a new
play activity.

Can inhibit own
actions/behaviours –
e.g. stop themselves
from doing
something they
shouldn’t do.

Single channelled
attention. Can shift to a
different task if attention
fully obtained – using
child’s name helps focus.

Shows interest in play
with sounds, songs and
rhymes.

Developing
understanding of simple
concepts – e.g. big/little.

900–1,000 words.

Beginning to use
word endings – e.g.
going, cats.

Uses simple
sentences – e.g.
‘Mummy gonna
work.’

Use of language

Listening and
understanding

Making relationships
and play

Selfconfidence
and selfawareness
Managing feelings
and behaviour

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
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DA

(Continued)

May be beginning
to show reference
for dominant
hand.

Starts protowriting.

Beginning to use
representation to
communicate –
e.g. drawing a
line and saying
‘That’s me.’

Imitates drawing
simple shapes
such as circles
and lines.

Literacy
development

Learning

Can rote count to ten but with little
understanding of quantity.

Knows that a group of things changes
in quantity when something is added or
taken away.

Concept development

Observes the effects of
activity on their bodies.

Can tell adults when
hungry or tired, or when
they want to rest or play.

Can catch a large ball.

Can stand momentarily
on one foot when
shown.

Runs skilfully and
negotiates space
successfully, adjusting
speed or direction to
avoid obstacles.

Walks downstairs, two
feet to each step while
carrying a small object.

Mounts stairs, steps or
climbing equipment
using alternate feet.

Moves freely and with
pleasure and confidence
in a range of ways, such
as slithering, shuffling,
rolling, crawling,
walking, running,
jumping, skipping,
sliding and hopping.

Physical Development
and Self-care

Begins to
accept the
needs of
others, and
can take turns
and share
resources,
sometimes
with support
from others.

Aware of
own feelings,
and knows
that some
actions and
words can
hurt others’
feelings.

Can usually
tolerate
delay when
needs are not
immediately
Confident to
met, and
talk to other
understands
children when
wishes may
playing, and will not always be
communicate
met.
freely about
own home and Can usually
community.
adapt
behaviour
to different
events, social
situations and
changes in
routine.

Is more
outgoing
towards
unfamiliar
people and
more
confident in
new social
situations.

Enjoys
responsibility
of carrying out
small tasks.

Welcomes and
values praise for
what they have
done.

Can select and
use activities
and resources
with help.

Demonstrates
friendly
behaviour,
initiating
conversations
and
forming good
relationships
with peers and
familiar adults.

Initiates play,
offering cues
to peers to join
them.
Keeps play
going by
responding to
what others
are saying or
doing.

Can play
in a group,
extending and
elaborating
play ideas –
e.g. building
up a role-play
activity with
other children.

Joins in with
repeated refrains and
anticipates key events
and phrases in rhymes
and stories.

Beginning to
understand ‘why?’
and ‘how?’ questions.

Responds to simple
instructions – e.g. to
get or put away an
object.

Listens to stories with
increasing attention
and recall.

Shows understanding
of prepositions such
as ‘under’, ‘on top’,
‘behind’ by carrying
out an action or
selecting correct
picture.

Understands use of
objects – e.g. ‘What
do we use to cut
things?’

Listens to others
one-to-one or in
small groups, when
conversation interests
them.

Uses some number names accurately
in play.

Recognises rhythm in spoken
words.

Uses intonation,
rhythm and phrasing
to make the meaning
clear to others.

Holds books the correct way up
and turns pages.

Knows information can be relayed
in the form of print.

(Continued)

Shows an interest in representing
numbers.

Shows an interest in numerals in the
environment.

Separates a group of three or four
objects in different ways, beginning to
recognise that the total is still the same.

Compares two groups of objects, saying
when they have the same number.

Shows curiosity about numbers by
offering comments or asking questions.

Sometimes matches numeral and
quantity correctly.

Beginning to represent numbers using
fingers, marks on paper or pictures.

Knows that numbers identify how many
objects are in a set.

Recites numbers in order to ten.

Uses some number names and number
language spontaneously.

Concept development (Mathematics)

Enjoys rhyming and rhythmic
activities.

Literacy development

Learning

Can retell a simple past
event in correct
Listens to and joins in with stories
order – e.g. ‘went
and poems, one-to-one
down
and also in small groups.
slide, hurt finger’.
Beginning to be aware of the way
Uses talk to connect
stories are structured.
ideas, explain what
is happening and
Suggests how the story might end.
anticipate what
might happen next,
Listens to stories with increasing
recall and relive past
attention and recall.
experiences.
Describes main story settings,
Questions why things
events and principal characters.
happen and gives
explanations.
Shows interest in illustrations and
print in books, and print in the
Asks, e.g., ‘who?’,
environment.
‘what?’, ‘when?’,
‘how?’.
Recognises familiar words and signs
such as own name and advertising
Uses a range of tenses – logos.
e.g. play, playing, will
play, played.
Looks at books independently.

Beginning to use more
complex sentences to
link thoughts – e.g.
using ‘and’, ‘because’.

Use of language

Listening and
understanding

Making
relationships
and play

Selfconfidence
and selfawareness
Managing
feelings and
behaviour

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
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30–50
months

DA

Generalised learning

Uses a knife and fork.

Shows some
understanding that good
practices with regard
to exercise, eating,
sleeping and hygiene
can contribute to good
health.

Usually dry and clean
during the day.

Eats a healthy range
of foodstuffs and
understands need for
variety in food.

Dresses with help.

Can usually manage
washing and drying
hands.

Gains more bowel and
bladder control, and
can attend to toileting
needs most of the time
themselves.

Understands that
equipment and tools
have to be used safely.

Physical Development
and Self-care

Can describe
self in positive
terms and talk
about abilities.

Confident to
speak to others
about own
needs, wants,
interests and
opinions.

Episodic longterm memory
develops – starts
remembering
things that have
happened.

Shows
confidence in
asking adults
for help.

Remembers
and talks about
significant
events in their
own experience.

Aware of the
boundaries
set, and of
behavioural
expectations
in the setting.

Understands
that own
actions affect
other people –
e.g. becomes
upset or tries
to comfort
another child
when they
realise they
have upset
them.
Explains own
knowledge
and
understanding,
and asks
appropriate
questions of
others.

Initiates
conversations,
attends to and
takes account
of what others
say.

Two-channelled
attention – can listen
and do for short
spans.

Understands
humour – e.g.
nonsense rhymes,
jokes.

Responds to
instructions involving
a two-part sequence.

Maintains attention,
concentrates and
sits quietly during
appropriate activity.

Is able to follow
directions (if not
intently focused
on own choice of
activity).

Focusing attention –
still listen or do,
but can shift own
attention.

Uses talk to organise,
sequence and clarify
thinking, ideas,
feelings and events.

Links statements and
sticks to a main theme
or intention.

Extends vocabulary,
especially by grouping
and naming, exploring
the meaning and
sounds of new words.

Uses talk in pretending
that objects stand for
something else in
play – e.g. ‘This box is
my castle.’

Builds up vocabulary
that reflects the
breadth of their
experiences.

Uses vocabulary
focused on objects
and people that are of
particular importance
to them.

Use of language

Listening and
understanding

Making
relationships
and play

Selfconfidence
and selfawareness
Managing
feelings and
behaviour

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
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40–60
months

DA

(Continued)

Begins to read words and simple
sentences.

Links sounds to letters, naming
and sounding the letters of the
alphabet.

Recognises numerals 1–5.

Can segment the sounds in simple
words and blend them together
and knows which letters represent
some of them.

(Continued)

Counts out up to six objects from a
larger group.

Counts objects to ten, and beginning to
count beyond ten.

Counts actions or objects which cannot
be moved.

Counts up to three or four objects by
saying one number name for each item.

Can use counting and/or matching to
compare a group of objects.

Realises not only objects, but anything
can be counted, including steps, claps
or jumps.

Concept development (Mathematics)

Hears and says the initial sound in
words.

Ascribes meanings to marks that
they see in different places.

Can copy some letters – e.g. letters
from their name.

Sometimes gives meaning to marks
as they draw and paint.

Knows that print carries meaning
and, in English, is read from left to
right and top to bottom.

Literacy development

Learning

Handles tools, objects,
construction and
malleable materials safely
and with increasing
control.

Travels with confidence
and skill around, under,
over and through
balancing and
climbing equipment.

Negotiates space
successfully when
playing racing and
chasing games with
other children, adjusting
speed or changing
direction to avoid
obstacles.

Dresses and undresses
independently.

Shows understanding of
the need for safety when
tackling new challenges,
and considers and
manages some risks.

Pours from a jug.

Physical Development
and Self-care

Uses language
to imagine
and recreate
roles and
experiences in
play situations.

Takes steps
to resolve
conflicts with
other
children – e.g.
finding a
compromise.

Listens and responds
to ideas expressed by
others in
conversation or
discussion.

Can use adjectives and
adverbs.

Speech fluent and
grammatically
conventional.

Introduces a storyline
or narrative into their
play.

Use of language

Listening and
understanding

Making
relationships
and play

Selfconfidence
and selfawareness
Managing
feelings and
behaviour

Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
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Selects the correct numeral to represent
1–5, then 1–10 objects.

Concept development (Mathematics)

Says the number that is one more than
a given number.

Knows that information can
be retrieved from books and
computers.

Simple concept of time – morning,
afternoon, night, yesterday, today,
tomorrow.

Correctly names four colours and
matches up to ten colours.

Records, using marks that they can
interpret and explain.

In practical activities and discussion,
beginning to use the vocabulary
involved in adding and subtracting.

Finds one more or one less from a group
of up to five objects, then ten objects.

Finds the total number of items in two
groups by counting all of them.

Enjoys an increasing range of
books.

Uses a pencil and holds it effectively
to form recognisable letters, most
Counts an irregular arrangement of up
of which
to 10 objects.
are correctly formed.
Estimates how many objects they can
Uses vocabulary and forms of
see and checks by counting them.
speech that are increasingly
influenced by their experiences of
Uses the language of ‘more’ and ‘fewer’
books.
to compare two sets of objects.

Begins to form recognisable letters.

Literacy development

Learning

Department for Education (September 2013) Early years outcomes (www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/237249/Early_Years_Outcomes.pdf, accessed 5 October 2015).

40–60
months

DA

(Continued)

Experiential
Part

Encountering
(P1i)

Noticing
(P1ii)

Contextual
Responding
(P2i)

Engaging
(P2ii)

Participating
(P3i)

Generalised
Communicating
(P3ii)

1

a

b

c

d

2

a

b

c

d

3

a

b

c

d

4

a

b

c

d

5

a

b

c

d
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Remembering
(P4)

Understanding
(P5, P6)

Applying
(P7, P8)

Learners appear to show
awareness that something has
happened and notice, or they
fleetingly focus on an object/
person.

Learners attend and begin to
respond to what is happening,
often inconsistently. They
begin to distinguish between
people, objects, events, places.

Learners show more
consistent attention to
and can tell the difference
between specific events,
objects, people, etc.

Learners begin to share, take
turns and anticipate familiar
sequences of events (possibly
with support).

Awareness.
(noticing)

Response.
(responding)

Engagement.
(engaging)

Participation.
(participating)

They may be passive or resistant.
They may show simple reflex responses (e.g. being startled at sudden noises or movements).
Any participation is fully prompted.

They may have periods when they appear alert and ready to focus their attention on certain people, events, objects or parts of objects (e.g.
attending briefly to interactions with a familiar person).
They may give intermittent reactions (e.g. sometimes becoming excited in the midst of social activity).

They react to new activities and experiences (e.g. withholding their attention).
They begin to show interest in people, events and objects (e.g. smiling at familiar people).
They accept and engage in coactive exploration (e.g. focusing their attention on sensory aspects of stories or rhymes when prompted).

They communicate consistent preferences and affective responses (e.g. reaching out to a favourite person).
They recognise familiar people, events and objects (e.g. vocalising or gesturing in a particular way in response to a favourite visitor).
They perform actions, often by trial and improvement, and they remember learned responses over short periods of time (e.g. showing pleasure
each time a particular puppet character appears in a poem dramatised with sensory cues).
They cooperate with shared exploration and supported participation (e.g. taking turns in interactions with a familiar person, imitating actions
and facial expressions).

•
•
•
•
•
•

(Continued)

They seek attention through eye contact, gesture or action.
They request events or activities (e.g. pointing to key objects or people).
They participate in shared activities with less support. They maintain concentration for short periods.
They explore materials in increasingly complex ways (e.g. reaching out and feeling for objects as tactile cues to events).
They observe the results of their own actions with interest (e.g. listening to their own vocalisations).
They remember learned responses over more extended periods (e.g. following the sequence of a familiar daily routine and responding
appropriately).

P3 (i) Pupils begin to communicate intentionally:

•

•
•
•

P2 (ii) Pupils begin to be proactive in their interactions:

•
•
•

P2 (i) Pupils begin to respond consistently to familiar people, events and objects:

•

•

P1 (ii) Pupils show emerging awareness of activities and experiences:

•
•
•

P1 (i) Pupils encounter activities and experiences:

P level
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Learners are present during an
activity.

Descriptor.

P levels chart

Encounter.
(encountering)

Response.

Table 2.3

Learners can remember facts
about information.

Learners can explain ideas in
information.

Learners can use information
in a new way.

Gaining
skills and
understanding.
(remembering)

Gaining
skills and
understanding.
(understanding)

Gaining
skills and
understanding.
(applying)

They greet known people and may initiate interactions and activities (e.g. prompting another person to join in with an interactive
sequence).
They can remember learned responses over increasing periods of time and may anticipate known events (e.g. pre-empting sounds or actions in
familiar poems).
They may respond to options and choices with actions or gestures (e.g. by nodding or shaking their heads).
They actively explore objects and events for more extended periods (e.g. turning the pages in a book shared with another person).
They apply potential solutions systematically to problems) (e.g. bringing an object to an adult in order to request a new activity).

They use single words, signs and symbols for familiar objects (e.g. cup, biscuit), and to communicate about events and feelings (e.g. likes and
dislikes).

They combine single words, signs or symbols to communicate meaning to a range of listeners (e.g., ‘Mummy gone’ or ‘More drink’).
They make attempts to repair misunderstandings without changing the words used (e.g. by repeating a word with a different intonation or
facial expression).
Pupils use a vocabulary of over 50 words.

They ask simple questions to obtain information (e.g., ‘Where’s the cat?’).
They can use prepositions, such as ‘in’ or ‘on’, and pronouns, such as ‘my’ or ‘it’, correctly.

They use regular plurals correctly.
They communicate ideas about present, past and future events and experiences, using simple phrases and statements (e.g., ‘We going cinema
on Friday’).
They contribute appropriately one-to-one and in small group discussions and role play.
They use the conjunction ‘and’ to link ideas or add new information beyond what is asked.

•
•
•
•

They use an extensive vocabulary to convey meaning to the listener.
They can use possessives (e.g., ‘Johnny’s coat’).
They take part in role play with confidence.
They use conjunctions that suggest cause (e.g., ‘because’ to link ideas).

P8 They link up to four key words, signs or symbols in communicating about their own experiences or in telling familiar stories, both in groups
and one-to-one (e.g., ‘The hairy giant shouted at Finn’).

•
•

•
•

P7 Pupils use phrases with up to three key words, signs or symbols to communicate simple ideas, events or stories to others (e.g., ‘I want big
chocolate muffin’):

•
•

P6 Pupils initiate and maintain short conversations using their preferred medium of communication:

•

•
•

P5 Pupils combine two key ideas or concepts:

•

Speaking
P4 Pupils repeat, copy and imitate between 10 and 50 single words, signs or phrases or use a repertoire of objects of reference or symbols:

•
•
•

•

•

P3 (ii) Pupils use emerging conventional communication:

P level

Contextual learning

Generalised learning
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Experiential learning

Adapted from Routes for Learning (2006). Welsh Assembly Government.

Learners reach out, join in,
‘comment’ on activity and
actions/responses of others.

Descriptor.

Involvement
(communicating)

Response.

Table 2.3 (Continued)

Learning Outcome
Index

Note: Some of the skills of learning to learn cross all areas of the curriculum. In these cases, the
experiences and outcomes are cross-referenced but only recorded once. C, H and M codes are our
codes designed for navigating Learning Tracks particularly with reference to the book. The second
set of codes in italics are the Scottish Curriculum for Excellence codes.

ABC

Communication and Literacy
Enjoyment and choice

Page

C1 LIT 0-01a/LIT 0-11a/LIT 0-20a
I enjoy exploring and playing with the patterns and sounds of language and can use what
I learn.

Page

C2 (H14) LIT 0-01b/LIT 0-11b
I enjoy exploring and choosing stories and other texts to watch, read or listen to, and can
share my likes and dislikes.

Tools
Page

C3 (H4, H14) LIT 0-02a/ENG 0-03a
As I listen and talk in different situations, I am learning to take turns and am developing
my awareness of when to talk and when to listen.

Page

C4 ENG 0-12a/LIT 0-13a/LIT 0-21a
I explore sounds, letters and words, discovering how they work together, and I can use
what I learn to help me as I read and write.

Page

C5 LIT 0-21b
As I play and learn, I enjoy exploring interesting materials for writing and different ways
of recording my experiences and feelings, ideas and information.

Finding, organising and using information
Page

C6 (H14) – see M13 – LIT 0-04a, LIT 0-14a
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I listen or watch for useful or interesting information and I use this to make choices or
learn new things.
I use signs, books or other texts to find useful or interesting information and I use this
to plan, make choices or learn new things.

Understanding, analysing and evaluating
Page

C7 LIT 0-07a/LIT 0-16a/ENG 0-17a
To help me understand stories and other texts, I ask questions and link what I am learning with what I already know.

Page

C8 LIT 0-01c/LIT 0-19a
I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and other texts, sharing my thoughts in
different ways.

Creating texts
Page

C9 (H1, H2, H3) LIT 0-09a/LIT 0-26a
Within real and imaginary situations, I share experiences and feelings, ideas and information
in a way that communicates my message.

Page

C10 (H14) LIT 0-09b/LIT 0-31a
I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and other texts and I use what I learn
to invent my own, sharing these with others in imaginative ways.

Page

C11 LIT 0-10a
As I listen and take part in conversations and discussions, I discover new words and
phrases which I use to help me express my ideas, thoughts and feelings.

Appendix 1
Page


Page

Basic vocabulary

Health and Wellbeing
Mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing
H1 (C9) HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a, HWB 0-02a / HWB 1-02a
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about
them.
I know that we all experience a variety of thoughts and emotions that affect how we feel
and behave and I am learning ways of managing them.

Page

H2 (C9) HWB 0-03a / HWB 1-03a
I understand that there are people I can talk to and that there are a number of ways in
which I can gain access to practical and emotional support to help me and others in a
range of circumstances.
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Page

H3 (C9) HWB 0-04a / HWB 1-04a
I understand that my feelings and reactions can change, depending on what is happening
within and around me. This helps me to understand my own behaviour and the way
others behave.

Page 	H4 – See C3 – HWB 0-05a / HWB 1-05a, HWB 0-08a / HWB 1-08a, HWB 0-14a / HWB
1-14a
I know that friendship, caring, sharing, fairness, equality and love are important in building
positive relationships. As I develop and value relationships, I care and show respect for
myself and others.
I understand that people can feel alone and can be misunderstood and left out by others.
I am learning how to give appropriate support.
I value the opportunities I am given to make friends and be part of a group in a range
of situations.
Page

H5 HWB 0-06a / HWB 1-06a, HWB 0-07a / HWB 1-07a
I understand the importance of mental wellbeing and that this can be fostered and
strengthened through personal coping skills and positive relationships. I know that it is
not always possible to enjoy good mental health and that if this happens there is support
available.
I am learning skills and strategies which will support me in challenging times, particularly
in relation to change and loss.

Page

H6 HWB 0-09a / HWB 1-09a
As I explore the rights to which I and others are entitled, I am able to exercise these rights
appropriately and accept the responsibilities that go with them. I show respect for the
rights of others.

Page

H7 HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to
making my school community one which values individuals equally and is a welcoming
place for all.

Page

H8 HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my
learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in others.

Page

H9 HWB 0-12a / HWB 1-12a
Representing my class, school and/or wider community encourages my self-worth and
confidence and allows me to contribute to and participate in society.

Page

H10 HWB 0-13a / HWB 1-13a
Through contributing my views, time and talents, I play a part in bringing about positive
change in my school and wider community.

Page

H11 HWB 0-15a / HWB 1-15a
I am developing my understanding of the human body and can use this knowledge to
maintain and improve my wellbeing and health.
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Page

H12 HWB 0-16a / HWB 1-16a, HWB 0-17a / HWB 1-17a
I am learning to assess and manage risk, to protect myself and others, and to reduce the
potential for harm when possible.
I know and can demonstrate how to keep myself and others safe and how to respond in
a range of emergency situations.

Page

H13 HWB 0-18a / HWB 1-18a
I know and can demonstrate how to travel safely.

Planning for choices and changes
Page

H14 – see C1; C2; C3; C9; M13 – HWB 0-19a
In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and
interests. I am encouraged to use and share my experiences.

Page

H15 HWB 0-20a / HWB 1-20a
I can describe some of the kinds of work that people do and I am finding out about the
wider world of work.

Physical education, physical activity and sport
Page

H16 HWB 0-21a
I am learning to move my body well, exploring how to manage and control it and finding
out how to use and share space.

Page

H17 HWB 0-22a
I am developing my movement skills through practice and energetic play.

Page

H18 HWB 0-23a
I am aware of my own and others’ needs and feelings, especially when taking turns and
sharing resources. I recognise the need to follow rules.

Page

H19 HWB 0-24a
By exploring and observing movement, I can describe what I have learned about it.

Page

H20 HWB 0-25a
I am enjoying daily opportunities to participate in different kinds of energetic play, both
outdoors and indoors.

Page

H21 HWB 0-27a
I know that being active is a healthy way to be.

Page

H22 HWB 0-28a
I can describe how I feel after taking part in energetic activities and I am becoming aware
of some of the changes that take place in my body.

Food and health
Page

H23 HWB 0-29a / HWB 1-29a
I enjoy eating a variety of foods in a range of social situations.
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Page

H24 HWB 0-30a
Together we enjoy handling, tasting, talking and learning about different foods, discovering
ways in which eating and drinking may help us to grow and keep healthy.

Page

H25 HWB 1-30b
I experience a sense of enjoyment and achievement when preparing simple healthy foods
and drinks.

Page

H26 HWB 0-32a
I know that people need different kinds of food to keep them healthy.

Page

H27 HWB 0-33a / HWB 1-33a
I am becoming aware of how cleanliness, hygiene and safety can affect health and
wellbeing and I apply this knowledge in my everyday routines such as taking care of
my teeth.

Page

H28 HWB 0-35a
I explore and discover where foods come from while I choose, prepare and taste different
foods.

Substance misuse
Page

H29 HWB 0-38a
I understand that there are things I should not touch or eat and how to keep myself safe,
and I am learning what is meant by medicines and harmful substances.

Page

H30 HWB 0-42a
I can show ways of getting help in unsafe situations and emergencies.

Relationships, sexual health and parenthood
Page

H31 – see C3 – HWB 0-44a / HWB 1-44a, HWB 0-44b / HWB 1-44b
I am aware of how friendships are formed and that likes, dislikes, special qualities and
needs can influence relationships.
I understand positive things about friendships and relationships, but when something
worries or upsets me I know whom I should talk to.

Page

H32 HWB 0-45a / HWB 1-45a
I know that there are people in our lives who care for and look after us and I am aware
that people may be cared for by parents, carers or other adults.

Page

H33 HWB 0-45b / HWB 1-45b
I am aware of the need to respect personal space and boundaries and can recognise and
respond appropriately to verbal and non-verbal communication.

Page

H34 HWB 0-47a / HWB 1-47a
I recognise that we have similarities and differences but are all unique.
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Page

H35 HWB 0-47b / HWB 1-47
I am aware of my growing body and I am learning the correct names for its different parts
and how they work.

Page

H36 HWB 0-48a / HWB 1-48a
I am learning what I can do to look after my body and who can help me.

Page

H37 HWB 0-49a / HWB 1-49a
I am learning about respect for my body and what behaviour is right and wrong. I know
whom I should talk to if I am worried about this.

Page

H38 HWB 0-50a / HWB 1-50a
I am learning about where living things come from and about how they grow, develop
and are nurtured.

Page

H39 HWB 0-51a / HWB 1-51a
I am able to show an awareness of the tasks required to look after a baby.

Mathematics and Numeracy
Number, money and measure
Estimation and rounding
Page

M1 MNU 0-01a
I am developing a sense of size and amount by observing, exploring, using and communicating with others about things in the world around me.

Number and number processes, including addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division and negative numbers
Page

M2 MNU 0-02a
I have explored numbers, understanding that they represent quantities, and I can use
them to count, create sequences and describe order.

Page

M3 MNU 0-03a
I use practical materials and can ‘count on and back’ to help me to understand addition
and subtraction, recording my ideas and solutions in different ways.

Fractions, decimal fractions and percentages including ratio and proportion
Page

M4 MNU 0-07a
I can share out a group of items by making smaller groups and can split a whole object
into smaller parts.

Money
Page

M5 MNU 0-09a
I am developing my awareness of how money is used and can recognise and use a range
of coins.
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Time
Page

M6 MNU 0-10a
I am aware of how routines and events in my world link with times and seasons, and
have explored ways to record and display these using clocks, calendars and other
methods.

Measurement
Page

M7 MNU 0-11a
I have experimented with everyday items as units of measure to investigate and compare
sizes and amounts in my environment, sharing my findings with others.

Patterns and relationships
Page

M8 MNU 0-13a
I have spotted and explored patterns in my own and the wider environment and can
copy and continue these and create my own patterns.

Shape, position and movement
Properties of 2D shapes and 3D objects
Page

M9 MNU 0-16a
I enjoy investigating objects and shapes and can sort, describe and be creative with
them.

Angle, symmetry and transformation
Page

M10 MNU 0-17a
In movement, games and using technology, I can use simple directions and describe
positions.

Page

M11 MNU 0-19a
I have had fun creating a range of symmetrical pictures and patterns using a range of
media.

Information handling
Data and analysis
Page

M12 (C7) MNU 0-20a
I can collect objects and ask questions to gather information, organising and displaying
my findings in different ways.

Page

M13 (C6, H14) MNU 0-20b, MNU 0-20c
I can match objects and sort using my own and others’ criteria, sharing my ideas with
others.
I can use the signs and charts around me for information, helping me plan and make
choices and decisions in my daily life.
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